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ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
On account of the favorable geographical location of GalTO BE GIVEN BY LIVE
lup it would be an easy matter to have the War Department
WIRE ST. JOHNS, ARIZ.,
to designate this place as an aviation station. Just recently
CITIZENS
found
and
visited
Field
of
Gallup
Kelly
Capt. Harry Young
one of the finest sites for an aviation station that he has ever St. Slohns, Arizona, invites Gallup
seen, the site on the Mulholland ranch just west of town. The to spend the Fourth of July in that
site is ideal from every point of consideration.
city ana enjoy a program or sports
auto races, chariot races, horse
on
of
main
Fe
and
the
one
Santa
the
railroad
Gallup being
races, foot races, and many other
towns between Kansas City and Los Angeles makes of this wholesome sports.
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SCENTS BATTLE

UP FOR FINAL

OR T.1AY KOT

ACTION-H- AY

BECAUSE

SMITH SIGNED
Last Sunday's issue of the Albuquerque Journal printed
"REPEAL BILL," BUT NEW a news item
under a Santa Fe date line which was somewhat
YORK ISNT THE WHOLE
as to the San Juan Basin railroad. It so happened
premature
CHEESE
NOT YET
that last Sunday a committee of Los Angeles capitalists, headed by Harry Chandler of the Los Angeles Times, Col. Fletcher
DENVER, June 1. Probably the
of the Santa Fe railgreatest battle in democratic ranks of San Diego, Col. Engle,
the nation has every known will oc- road, and General Sherman of Loa Angeles, left Gallup by
cur at the 1924 convention of the automobiles for the San Juan Basin, and it was understood
democratic party as a result of the
that this committee are making their final trip it will be
signing of the bill repealing the state
New
The
of
York
citizens
St.
of
law
Johns
desire
today "build" or "not build" in their report.
prohibition
place just right for an aviation station. Flying machines have
better and closer acquaintance by Governor Smith, Governor William
a
A committee of San Juan Basin citizens met the railroad
More
more
will
and
be
made
from
commenced.
trips
just
Gallup citizens.. St Johns feels E. Sweet, of Colorado, democrat, de- committee at
coast to coast and field to field. Stations are to be designated with
Gallup and accompanied them over this final
clared
that the interest of the two cities
tonight
'
..
.
all along the line. An aviation station here will make of Gal St, Johns and Gallup are identical
"The democrats of the Empire state trip.
One thing significant about this trip was that General
lup one of the main stopping places. The opportunity pre St. Johns needs Gallup and Gallup cannot put the democratic party on
a wet basis," Governor Sweet said. Sherman went on to New
St. Johns.
sents itself for our consideration, and the sooner we consider it needs
York. General Sherman is the head
'
urgent invitation comes from "The action of the governor of New man who is
the sooner we will get the station. Such a station will make St.AnJohns
dealing with Wall Street financiers, and the fact
to the people of Gallup to York in repealing the New York pro
it possible to have Gallup designated as a place for one of the spend the Fourth of July in that hibition law and urging the return that he went on to New York while the other members of his
War Department's Citizens Training Camps. Citizens Training thriving little city. In order to en. of light wines and beer is only local company went over the proposed San Juan project, is taken
this invitation a program but it will produce a big debate on as meaning that General Sherman is to be on the
Camps are becoming more and more popular. Each and every courage
ground with
have been arranged and the question.
of
iiports
year citizens Training camps are being attended by more prize purses posted.
"Doubtless the democrats of New the Wall Street financiers at the time the committee makes its
and more boys. Already such institutions are receiving more One thousand dollars is the capi- York will endeavor to have a wet final report.
attention Dy tne war department, soon we will come to rec tal prize, and prizes range all the plank put in the platform at the 1924
convention.
If they do, there are
$1 to $1,000.
ognize citizens Training Lamps as a very necessary part of way from
many dry democrats who will resist Samuel Gompers
St Johns claims the best
SHRINE PAGEANT
ooy s education ior oetter ooys, healthier boys, to make rack
every
These dry democrats
in the west The whole of St such a move.
V iA
J ohns citizenship
oeuer American citizens,
And Booze Barons
is in this move to protested strongly four years ago and
Let's get this aviation station first the rest will follow. make of this jubilee the main event they will protest just as strongly or
HISTORICAL EVENT
vice-preside- nt

-

:
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stonger at the 1924 convention
(Houston (Tex.) Post)
against a wet plank. That issue prosaid, "The power confided to Conwill bring about the greatest
Having been permitted to olav the
bably
STROKE
Amend
gress by the Eighteenth
battle in the democratic ranks the role of labor dictator for nearly half DAY AND NIGHT ENTER.
ment is in no wise dependent upon,
a century, "speaking for labor" has
nation has ever known."
TAINMENT;
SPECIAL
..
. 0
or axiected by, action or inaction on
become a matter of habit with SamPROGRAM
FOR CHILD-RE- N
OF GOV. SLOTH'S PEN the part of the several States or any
uel Gompers. Frequently, it appears,
BIG EXHIBITION
of them," the Governor declared
Mr. Gompers "speaks for labor" on
SIDELIGHTS ON
"If the right of Congress is para
occasions when labor is not interested.
AND THE CONSTITUTION mount, its responsibility must be
and just as frequently misinterprets
is
June This
WASHINGTON,
what labor thinks, when he essays to the final day of the great Shriners'
OF THE UNITED STATES paramount." he said:
DOINGS
MASONIC
for
Continuing
it.
Convention
in the Capital City. But
speak
WHILE THE "The repeal of this law will not
SURVIVES,
George Hodge, publisher of labor unofficial activities will continue for
. "WETS" GET "DRY"
make legal a single act which was
papers in Chicago and Milwaukee several days. Among them is the
GREAT SHRINE GATHER thinks
the venerable president 'of the repetition
illegal during the period of the ex.
morning of the
ING AT WASHINGTON, D American Federation of Labor is mis- - Historical Pageant, which
ALBANY, June 1. With the stroke istence of the statute.
passes up
reof a pen, under the eyes of a deeply
communications
I
have
"Many
BRINGS OUT INTER presenting labor in the United States rennsyivama Avenue under its fifC,
and
interested Nation, Gov. Alfred E. ceived,
arguments that 'have
ESTING MASONIC FACTS when he initiates a movement in the ty thousand bulb canopy of light toSmith committed his public career to been made to me indicate a belief
organization of labor to foster senti night
the judgment of the future when late that this repeal will make possible
ment for the return of wine and beer The daylight return of this mono-7.
June
WASHINGTON,
Every "This matter is not in the interest ster
today he signed the Cuvillier bill. re. the manufacture, sale and distribupageant is to enable WashingGrand
mainof
Hawkins
Lodge
Freemasonry
State Prohi tion of light wines and beers. So Hon. W. A.
of labor," the Hodge papers declare, ton's seventy-fiv- e
pealing the Mullan-Gag- e
thousand school
widows'
own
and
tains
its
orphans' "but in the interest of the booze bar- children, who will be
bition Enforcement Act.
far as that is. concerned, it will still
given a half
Delivers
home for the purpose of taking care ons who
Bombarded for weeks by 'Vet" and be under the control it is today
want to exploit labor for holiday from school for the purpose,
of those women and children whose
Voof
nroto
the
the
and
catsprovisions
to gain the inspiration and
"dry" propaganda, threat
their own profits. Don't be a
subject
the
ALAMOGORDO, June 5. Alamo- - bereavement gives them a claim up paw for the booze interests."
mise, the Governor, seeming to enjoy lstead Act. Repeal of the Mullan-Gag- e
knowledge which must come to any
on
of
benevolence
the
the
Craft.
25th
celebrated
the
eordo
anniver
not
will
back
law
the situation of keeping the doubt
light
Mr. Hodge declares in his article, upon beholding these statuesques
bring
sary of the founding of the town Sat Several millions of dollars are ap- which has been furnished to 300 lab representations, of Masonry in his- alive, gave no positive indication of wines and beers."
from
the
on
the
dinner
basket
a
with
propriated annually
regular or papers in America, that the majGovernor declared that the urday
The
what action he would take.
tory in general', and in United States
At Coney Island several weeks ago Federal law, including the Volstead courthouse lawn, followed by a pro funds of the Grand Lodges, to which ority in the rank and file of labor history in particular. The floats,
from
sums
added
are
room.
large
bequests supports prohibition, and that the following the "welcome" float, and
he dampened the hopes of the wets by Act, must be enforced by all State gram in the court
The morning was spent in commit- of Masons.
as heretofore.
benefits of prohibition to the work- - three supplied by visiting temples,
announcing he would "upMiold the officers
'
W.
John
Wilbraham, a Mason mgmen are so
"The only difference will be that tee work for the benefit of a hospiConstitution." To the palpitating drys
apparent tnat the real are elaborate pantomimes, reprehe pointed out time and again the After repeal, the proscution must be tal to be erected as a memorial to the who died recently in Pennsylvania, interest of the laborers can not lie in senting the following
subjects:
Masono'clock
one
for
the
R.
At
1100,000
Gilbert
Dr.
late
J.
Federal
the
in
bequeathed
where
of
it
belongs
the people
' Solomon's
overwhelming approval
Temple, symbol and insupporting the makers of liquors.
ic
W.
State.
charities
introduced
of
that
Mechem
Edwin
do
with
will
Its
Court
Judge
at tne last state election xor a return
away
repeal
Mr. Hodee is rendering labor a dis spiration of Masonry; the Knights
Last year Floyd N. Rice who died tinct
double jeopardy that is, the possi-- J A. Hawkins of El Paso, as the young
of light wines and beer.
service by his extraordinary ef- Templar in the Crusades; Jacques
unusu
40
most
a
left
N.
at
to
came
the
01
who
man
J.,
years
a
Rahway,
county
bihtv of nunishment for single
HIS STATEMENT
fort to warn the union men against De Molay, last grand commander of
his
htat
will.
He
al
directed
estate,
a
"Horto
be
1
T
J
a1
an
ambition
1.
with
of Mr. Gompers and his sate
in France; Pocoho-ta- s
the
in niniuuuciiiK uuv no navJ signedj fense in both the state and Federal ago
ace Greeley." Judge Hawkins said amounting to about $25,000, should llitesplotm tne ieaerauon orgamzauun Knights Templar
the bill, the Governor declared be had Courts.
the life of Capt. John
saving
in
and
had
to
cash
into
be
but
turned
deposited
"Let is be understood at once and he came to fight Indians,
to deliver them to the booze interests. Smith; William Penn makes peace
followed the dictates of his conscience
He a New York bank, where it must re Thus
the advice of high legal authorities for all time that this repeal does not take to the law to make a living.
warned, the members of organ- with Indians; Boston, Tea Party?
to
and the implied wish of the people in in the slightest degree lessen the ob reviewed the lives of the two Eddy main until principal and interest
ized labor can be depended upon to Masons throw tea overboard; Pat
The amount shall
John A. tal (2.000,000.
the scheme.
the last State election.
rick Henry, Mason, "Give me Libligation of the peace officers 01 tne brothers, C. B. of Cisco, and
to the Grand repudiate
time was when Mr. Gompers erty or Give me Death"; Paul Revinter- states to enforce in it strictest let- of Denver, who founded the town, told then be turned over
"Because of the
The
unerection
York
for
the
and
New
of
wonderful
characters
their
of
and
Volstead
Lodge
Act.
ter
warning
th
and did deliver his organization ere, Mason, rouses Minute Men; Gen.
est in this bill, displayed by all clases
to of a school for the children of Ma could
to the liquor barons. The
of our people," said the Governor's to that effect is herein contained as conquerable spirit and said that
Warren, grand master of Masons,
At
States.
in
the
United
sons
due
born
two
is
of
these
cowboys
practically
forces in former times usual killed at Bunker Hill; Signing Destatement, "I have given nearly one coming from the chief .executive
finanof
six
ner
bit
cent,
for
compoundoU
sole
interest,
credit
New
the
York.
every
counted on labor as a firm ally, by claration of Independence, all Masmonth of solid and careful thought the State of
years must ly
"At this Doint. with all the ear cial enterprise in New Mexico, east annually seventy-on- e
to its final disposition.
deceiving them with the propaganda ons Bave one; Mason rings Liberty
be
will
built
the
this
elanse
before
to
Grande.
bequest
of the Rio
They
that destruction of the legalized tra- Bell, July 4, 1776; Washington
"It is furthest from my thoughts nestness that I am able to bring
available.
ffic would throw thousands of their crossing- - the Delaware; Washington
to question the motives of the men my command, let me assure the thou El Paso and Southwestern therailroad,
Pecos
A
committee representing the fellow union men out of employment.
Masonic Lodge, Valley
and women of integrity throughout sands of people who wrote to me on also the railroad through
attending
and
been disposed of. Forge; Franklin pleads America's
Valley, and also did much develop- Grand Lodges of Texas, Arizona
has
That
bugaboo
the State' who, with an eye single to this subject, and the citizens of the
of
the ment in the Las Vegas section.
Npw Mexico is raising a fund
Union men find themselves more cause,
the right of justice,, have arrayed State generally, that the repeal ofcanuourt oi LiOius avi; uonn
G. A. Martin, representing the El S12.ROO.000 for a number of sanitor
law will not, ana
than ever before, and all Pmil Jones. Mason. Father of U. S.
themselves on the different sides of Mullan-Gae- a
prosperous
feeltu
from
Masons
for
told
iums
of
the
suffering
the
of
stretch
kindly
v
an
nnt.
Paso
imagina
hv
Herald,
social surveys disclose the fact that Navy; Washington, the Mason, laythe question presented."
tion. brine back into existence the ing for the community that exists in berculosis to care for 5,000 Masons. the laboring man and his family have ing corner stone of Capitol: John
History Reviewed
reMason
who
a
A
to
to
'
oucht
is.
pledged
be,
the
and
Pennsylvania
south,,
our sister city
been the ones to profit most by the Marshall, grand master of Masons,
Reviewing then the history of pro- oolnnn which
in development. moved to the Antipodes, ..recently
in this country." their '
Lewis
of the saloon.
our arreatest Chief Justice:
hibition, so far as New York is con- defunct institution
entire
Us
loft
same
fortune,
approximate outlawing
feeling
rhallenitM Harding
work, and asked for the
Mr. Gompers has contracted to and Clark, Masons, cross continent
If
cerned, the Governor pointed out that
of
Grand
Master
the
to
from this point.
and
ly $500,000,
Governor Smith challenged, in
delived his organization to the beer to Oregon, 1805; union Masons carthe people of New York gave an over
Dr. W. R. Brown gave an address New South Wales for the purpose nnd wine interests now seeking to rehut frim words, the recent
rying Confederate Mason through
whelming majority to the Democratic wto
schools
at
Masonic
nt Prosulent Harding to a (regarding the need of a new hospi- nf establishing
vive the legalized liquor traffic, he lines for burial; Abraham Lincoln,
platform which provided for a referand
President tal proposed as a memorial to the Pmilktiam hills. One hundred
will find it necessary, when labor is Savior of the Union; Albert Pike,
endum on the use of wine and beer. New Yorker in which the
acres of beautiful undul apprised of
a city sixtv-eicthe scheme to notify tne soldiar, sailor, author, great Mason?
He then declared he had acted as the urged the veto of the uuuiver oui. late Dr. Gilbert He said tnat
eround have been obtained other side of the deal that
sug- hospital here was entirely practical, atine
he has
Governor of the State only, under the The letter to the New Yorker
metPeary, Mason, discovers the North
that itj within easy access to the great
'
"sold
short."
Theodore Roosevelt, Mason,,'
gested that the repeal bore the color feasible and necessary, and
Pole;
law, could act.
on
the
work
and
to
memorial
Australia
of
be
would
a very fitting
ropolis
o
"I have read thousands of letters of treason.
Rough Rideij, governor, President;
com
De
will
in
the
Degun immediately.
buildings
Shrine Hospital for Crippled Child- - .
and I have listened to the fullest dis"It would be a calamity," said the the manforwho labored
Thfl Grand Lodge oi Koyai Arcn W. E. Nevis Quits
nearly 25 years.
l munity
ren; The Litle Red School House, the
cussion," he said, "and no one has Governor, "to permit such fudament-avoted
York
$30,000
New
of
Masons
o
beof America; Francis Scott Key
hope
Service
misconceptions of the relations
pointed out to me any provision of thai
Revenue
tubercular
for
for a large hospital
Federal Look
Banner;
the
writing1
statutes, or any decision of the Unit- tween the States and theto be
s
Aairon-dacktne
in
patients to be erected
sugLong
Banner,
and
ed States Supreme Court, which im Government as may seem
New
of
Bloomer Girls York. by the Grand Lodge
ALBUQUERQUE, N. Mi. June 5. May it Wave!" Grand chorus of fifposes upon our State any convictional gested by a portion of the Presihis
has
pos ty voices.
W. E. Nevis
resigned
duty to maintain a State enforcement dent's letter to pass unchallenged.
An anonymous donor has given ition with the Internal Revenue ser0
Base ball fans of Gallup will be On
"The whole treatment or mis
act, and I am satisfied that as mat: Harris-bur- g
of
Masonic
for
the
the
fraternity
vice to take a state agency
said the Governor, "and I speak the look out for the Bloomer Girls
ter of law this contention does not
orof
Needs
education
the
Service
Beck-N$50,000 for
Income Tax
Sys
admit of doubt.
only from history, has been marked Monday, June 11, at the Fair grounds
of Masons at the , Masonic tem. Mr. Nevis will establish an
phans
'"I am dealing with three- classes by hypocrisy. What the country is ball park in a game between the home
Big
at Elizabethtown.
in Albuquerque.
of people, the radical drys, the radi looking for today, if I read the signs Gallup Grays and the Bloomer Girls.
Noble Edward N. Wead, a memB. C. Hernandez, collector or tne
cal wets, and those who hold moder of the times aright, is a constructive A number of business houses will
Philadelphia, district of New Mexico announced
The continued growth of Gallup deforward-lookinate views on the subject
suggestion that dis- close Monday in order to give their ber of Lu Lu Temple,
g
Shrine
the
for
hospital
left
most
wets
one
his
is
mands
of
Nevis
$10,000
a reservoir, one that will supMr
that
fanatical
the
"The drys seem to see a moral duty regards entirely
employees an opportunity to witness for
crippled children in that city.
efficient and capable deputies and ply water for many thousands of
on the part of the State to maintain and the fanatical drys.
this great game it will be the game
By a provision of his wlll,Willard that he regrets losing him. It had people. While ctnsidering this proan enforcement act They are - un"I yield to no man in my rever- of the season.
A. Van Brunt of Los Angeles, be- been planned to nave Deputy
evis ject it should be done for all future
doubtedly led to this by their own ence and respect for the Constitution
queathed $200,000 to the endowment assigned to capital stock and corpor- needs.. The artesian Den just west
THE BLOOMER GIRLS
frame of mind, because they do not of the United States. It is neverMasonic ation income tax work, which was in of Gallup is a proven field. At 800
of the Wisconsin
fund
suggest that the State maintain an theless a fact that the definition of
the line of promotion. In addition feet water can be had sufficient to
June 11, is "Bloomer homes.
act merely enforcing the Eighteenth an intoxicating beverage contained in
Monday.
New York Grand Lodge received to his field duties he has made the supply a city of several hundred
Amendment in accordance with the the Volstead Act is not an honest or Girls Day." A big game will be mat
wishes of the majority of the people a common tense one."
ched between the Western Bloomer $50,000, from the estate of Hiram office audit of income tax returns for thousand. A natural reservoir site
sufficient
n
e
the
insist
that
Girls and the Gallup Grays at the Darling of GJoversville, for the Ma- this district the oast two yean and is near by, the elevation
of the State, but they
his work proved highly satisfactory. to throw water over the Ugliest
be a State enforcement act exactly
The Gallup Grays win match a Fair grounds ball park. Capt Del sonic hqmes of that state.
this-thin'
0
Mr. Nevis planned on leaving the ser- point in Gallup. Just as well do
paralleling the Volstead Act"
game i with the Western Bloomer Arcy of the Gallup Grays extends an
build
refor
at
to
wills
it
asked
was
ricvt
but
vice
Bloomer
last month,
Bloomer Girls, say it with
Effect of Repeal
Girls Monday, June 11, at Fair invitation to everybody to see this
Gallup win contains to grow
'Quoting from a decision of the grounds ball park. Say it with the game. There will be pep enough m Girls, and see the graft at Fair main to coach another deputy ia & future &Ja
beyond
generation.
United fiUtes Supreme Court which Elooner QirU.
this game to go around.
grounds ball park, Monhay, Juns 11. work.
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of the year.
Thursday of this week Messrs.
Ward Heap, Elmer Mineer and J. M.
Shepherd came over from St Johns
to invite Gallup to come over on
July 4th. Arrangements were made
for Gallup people to call on Johnny
Biava, Tony Yurcic, Alex Schaeffer,
Walter and Joe Beddow, Blake Car.
C.
rington, N. A. Ross, Sam Dimon,
M. Rouse, S. P. Vidal, Ricco Mena-pac- e
and others, who will arrange
for 7the race from Gallup to St.
Johns.
The committee from St Johns re.
port road conditions better than ever
before, they having made the trip
from St. Johns to Gallup in four
minutes.
hours and thirty-fiv- e
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la no epoch of the

world's
a profession and startlr. J
the aveinUes leading toin life, for each such a one is a unit
greatness been to numerous ai taeyuid a factor in the life of the-- nation,
are today. There k a quotation to And whet will be the reward? A
the effect that some men are bornhard road and a heavv load. Tea!
great, others achieve greatness, and Many a hard battle, yes! And by
s,
till others have greatness thnut
and sacrifice and hardships.
on inem. cut me lens a auzerentyes! But it is the battle of liberty,
story. There b only one rosd toit is the fight for freedom it is the
true greatness, and that is the roadvictory of success!
of nobility of character, honesty 'of
van fcmra. .Unr J, it,, ki.t.
purpose, sincerity of effort and un-of iife vou wiij come fqoenUy
There is npon tBe unmarked crossroad
conditional perseverance.
where
no room in we worm iw u
ueT0U must decide on your future
arwsvs
is
infc
romMurse
,M thu
"nry.
hm
higher up for the person who has
of youth chkngt you muit
an
in
l)
We
and
definite objective
of na
i
tive summon 10 aiiain it. ine
.v.f.culty.
always makes way for the nan who tion and tread the path that leads to
is goine somewhere, and who knows failure, It is at the
cross road that
where and why he is going. And men and women make the first on
this is the inspiring challenge of the ward step to fame, or take the init
yean. This is the gauntlet which ial stride downward to dishonor and
Father Time throws into the arena shame. There are roads on which
of life. And a crown awaits him we nay and may not travel through
who, lifting it from the sand, carries life. One winter morning a great
It as a trophy to a glorious victory. ocean liner with many hundreds of
On this auspicious day then.' as us on board called at one of the deep
you young; men and women stand on naroors on a xoreign snore. Enterthe threshold of the arena, let me ing and leaving, the big ship swung
urge you to beware of the tempt-- 1 wide, in and out from th iWn
tion to run away from life. To It seemed rather unnecessary to go
such a long way round. But off to
close to the firing line. Pain, sor the northern entrance was a coastrow, anxiety, or trouble must be wise steamer up on a reel And to
fought at close range. They cannot the south was a large liner with only
he evaded, ignored, nor deserted. We her funnels and masts showing above
must vanquish them or they will
the surf. These ships had discover
quish us. We must look them squar- ed some of the places where one may
in
them
the face and fight
to not go,
ely
a finish . Retreat means simply de- There is in the world today a ten
ferring the battle until we are weak- dency to cut the channel buoys of life.
er not stronger. It is running away To cut them for the sake of a false
from self running away from life.
economy, or to cut them for the sake
tTying
challenging a risky or exciting
And there is no power
experience.
Thousands in the world today are strong enougn to make a man
go
running away from life to escape around the great prohibitions of the
mental or emotional pangs. They are moral life, if he chooses to cut the
seeking it by the road of amusement corners. But, as some one has said,
distraction, travel, and change of "If you want to find out what the
scene. They seek not new wisdom to ten commandments are all about. Just
cure a wound nor new strength to break one of them," or if you wish
bear it, but merely some way to to find out what a certain danger
deaden the pain. These are in quest signal is for, simply disregard
it,
not of peace but of temporary obl- and you WILL find out!
ivionnot self conquest but self
Beware of cutting the corners and
They are taking emo- so wreck your soul for life. Edward
tional cocaine, which, like ail
Schiefflm the miner who discovered
fill drugs, has a dangerous reaction. Tombstone,
Arizona, and who twenty
It was not long ago that one of the years ago was
immensely wealthy,
government forest rangers in the far died alone in a little log cabin, with- . L
I
.1
west was set upon by a pack of half out
ircenas or money, iin vne mounHe hap tains of
starved mountain wolves.
He was a man of
Oregon.
pened to be on loot and not far from great energy and of splendid cour
his cabin which was close to the edge age.
and at one time was a million
of a precipituous canyon. The att- aire. But he scattered his wealth
acked him savagely and he emptied in erratic ways until old age found
his pistol at them killing three. He him in poverty. Many do the same
beat off the others with his fists as thing in a spiritual way. In youth
he neared the canyon. Then he grasp- they are ennched by spiritual wealth,
ed the nearest wolf by the throat and which come to them in a Christian
flung it over the prespice. He was home, and in the rich faith of a godly
covered with blood and rapidly gett- parentage and Christian education.
ing exhausted, but managed to dis- Faith, hope and love with all their
pose of two more in the same way. train of virtues, are ready to be built
Then he staggered into his cabin into their character and dower them
door a conqueror. One of the saddest with the princely spiritual fortune.
spectacles in life is to see some one But these are frittered away for
set upon by some wolfish passion,! guttering worldly pleasures or amlust, temptation or other enemy, and bitions, that turn to ashes in their
in a weak resistance
from hands and leave them spiritually
the battle, go down to sure defeat. bankrupt. The spiritual bankrupt fa
Face the challenge of life and win!
the most hopeless of all, for "what
The worth
while
achievements shall it profit a man if he shall gain
come early after toil, hardship and the whoje
world and lose his own
The life of the race, the soul.
warfare.
history of the nations and the exIn a will contest before a
perience of individuals have demonof New York City, the niece
strated it It is as. always "ad estra of a deceased millionaire testified
per aspera." The call to fight the that she once went with her uncle
battles of national liberty did not to visit his box in a safe deposit
end with Garibaldi, Joan of Arc nor vault to look over his bonds and other
with Washington, nor yet with Foch! papers. While there that rich man
ana rersmng. The call comes to took a large package of bonds, kissed
every young man and young woman them, held them aloft arid exclaimed,
.
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UtuuTpassedCookingSpecd
This latest New Perfection
range is equipped exclusively
with SUPE&FEX Burners.
One burner on every stove is
the big GIANT SUPERFEX.
The othert ate "Little Giants"
or standard size SUPERFEX
burners. ,
The standatd SUPERFEX
equals the cooking speed of
the ordinary gas burner and
is fatter than any other oil
burner, except its own big
brother the GIANT SUPERFEX. And the bi prANT
itself is unsurpassed even by ,
the giant gat burner.

Do You Live Beyond theCjas Main?
OUT

in the suburbs and in this beautiful, ultra modern
out beyond the range is the removable porcelain

the powerful SUPERFEX Burners of this New Perfection oil range bring all the speed
and satisfaction of gas. And in
gas mains

enameled burner tray.

A demonstration of the
service and oil stove dependability of SUPERFEX burners will
city homes its economical be a revelation in easy cooking.
kerosene fuel costs less than See
your dealer today.
gas-sto- ve

gas.

eighty-five-ce- nt

These marvelous new burners
in big, convenient New Perfection ranges have swept old ideas
aside with their speed, economy
and wide range of quick, clean
heat for
cooking in
year-'rou-

nd

any home, anywhere.
Among the new improvements

Prices range from $39.50 to $130.00;
from two to five burners including four and five burner models with
built-i- n
ovens. New
sizes

heat-retaini-

,

Perfection "Live Heat" Ovens from
$2.80 to $7.80 additional.
In addition to the new SUPERFEX models,
our long established Blue Chimney models
of the NEW PERFECTION line, used in
four million homes continue to be the
world's most satisfactory oil stoves at their
lower range of prices.

THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY.Cleveland.Obio
Dallas Branchi SIS Trunk Ave.

WRang e wth SUPERFEX

Burners

This is my only god." Many who The daily miracle and blessing of Put on the whole armor of His right,
are not so frank about it are none the rising sun as he brings his light eousness, and then, with His strong
the less worshippers of the god of and warmth is passing by without arm to aid you sally forth for the
And remember, that
gold. But the challenge of the years comment. But if the moon should victor's crown.
is for something infinitely more pre- come up some morning instead of only in a contrite heart and a reverALBUQUERQUE, June B.iAcas-i- o
cious than gold it is for the des- the sun, it would start something. ent trust in God is there a fortress
Gallegos, a well known attorney,
One of the greatest challenges of which is impregnable.
tiny of your soul.
was
So then, a new day dawned for on arrested last night in a pool hall
As you face life today you are do the years is to recognize the good
South Second street. Patrolman
in life.
you this morn, garbed in the mighty
ing so in the blessing and strength
Holcomb, who made the arrest, also
on
of
is
a
sun.
the
It
glory
day
As
forward
will
journey
you
you
arrested Jose Chavez, who he says,
of something that you can never get
whining pleas on the which you may resolve for the mighty was playing rotation pool with Gafle-gback when one is gone. And what hear many
work
God
which
has
for
you.
planned
of
not
a
had
fair
having
for 11 a ramu TTnlmmk
is your youth. What a priceless her groifjid
chance in life's
encounter. Tonight .that sun will sink again he saw a dollar
itage it is. Life stretches out be- Doubtless there are great
exchanged between
from
streamers
and
draw
its
sight
handicaps to be
fore you a long untraveled road and reckoned with
down from out the sky. Shall this the two, and he confiscated the osfn!
of
handicaps
birth,
be
it is vital that you should
preGallegos
furnished,
All dsy then sleep, unhonored and un- i?L
circumstance and environment
pared to meet what you will along men are not free and equal from the sung, a check mark only on the page 1100 bond for his appearance in police
court
Chaves was locked
the way. Of all human tragedies,
of opportunity. No amount of time? Or, shall it mark a noble up. The today.
two will be charged with
among the most pathetic are the standpoint
step towards the goal on the sands
of
will
Guiteau
that
argument
prove
tragedies of the unprepared. How had the same "chance" that Garfield of time. The challenge is to you. gamblng.
"
o
often we hear the plea, "Turn backhad, or Lloyd George and some un God speed you on to victory!
in
O
time
turn
backward,
thy
ward,
Prof Alva C. Shinn, P. H. D.
known street sweeper. Judas, the
flight, and make me a child again,
Ft. Defiance, June 1st, 1923.
doubt
had
no
a
harder
betrayer
hist for toniarhtr
Appraise your
o
to be good than John the bevouth carefully, weigh the acts of fight
he
loved.
Nevertheless
whoever
may
of
scales
each Dassine hour in the
THOKEAU IIE17S
LOS ANGELES. Pat.
e
every man can bring a measure
divine wisdom and so profit by the be,
of
success
or
as
L?s
Angeles
defeat
from
Examiner
such
of
Juno
Pe
golden minutes as they fly.
(Herald Correspondence)
comes his way.
it article to me eliect
wat Isaac Barth was acquitted inv
Again, as you face life today in
Born
in
a
with
cabin,
log
fagots
will
Mrs.
Moore
in
E.
J.
was
the challenge of the years, you
Gallup "Justice Hanby's court of the charge
do well to profit by knowledge of the for a torch and a few books for a triaay on business.'
r ,r""""'6. " iiwHous cnecK, tne
Lincoln
won
seats
of
the
the
Mrs.
Rosetta Byrne, mother of C. justice
fact that very few people look at life library,
finding that Barth hH .m- servants
Bred
in
D.
quarters,
and Elva Byrne, arrived Saturday rnitted no fraud A letter from Mr.
with their own eyes. We look at mighty.
soul
a
with
hobbled
hurt, Char, morning from
many
the past through the pages of hisN. M. Mrs Barth states that "the man who
strode into an immortal Byrne intends Clayton,
Thoreau her caused my arrest is himself to be artory where the good has been em- les Lamb
making
rested for perjury on account of his
phasized and the bad largely omit place in literature. Recall the hum future home.
Mrs. E. J. Moore was called to Al testimony in tho
ted. The average daily paper is ble beginnings of Stewart, Carnegie,
r
.1
a magnifying glass which exagger- Rockefeller or Hill, and say if the buquerque Wednesday on account of filing a suit for damages."
ates the bad. It takes the unusual, signs were set lor their later emi- her sister being sick.
the exceptional, the abnormal, and nence. Most of the princes of the Mrs. T. J. Williams of Albuquer
FOR SHARP TUNING
out of the ordinary event, and makeB blood royal of success began a ca- que is visiting her brother, M. L.
.In
of
But
realm
the
reer
An
AYfAnHftmnll..
1. .
handicap.
it as lurid and sensational as possl
Burroughs of Ganzoles. :
Mrs. Eugene Lambson and child makes it more difficult to tune a radible. What is it that you get morn- they despised not the day of small
the
challenge ren are visiting her mother at Ramah io set sharply, and for this reason it
ing after morning, column after col things. They accepted
'
is advised that a very short, single-wi- re
umn? Graft and corruption; mur- of life as they found it. They picked this week. ,
m
.
antfinn
The Thoreau Base Ball team lost
der and bloodshed; moonshine and up the gauntlet in the arena and
iniwnvlm.t.1. m
.TV IBM.
All then plunged forward fired by the their first game at Gibson last Sun. long,, measuring fl"
from the apparatus
bootleg; scandal . and divorce.
served ud at the breakfast table, so, zeal of an unquestionable hope and day. The team has played several to the far end) be used. This single
the whole family can look into the trust, as well as the great responsi-a- n games this term, but have only lost wire antenna should be stretched
unbending purpose to WIN! . one.
sewer of life.
,':
ii uieuuiic
ana.
In conclusion, I would betray my Miss Buelah Stacher has been vis- run straigt and clear of oojecis,
And why do they print this? Not
all obstruc
Knu
of this day if, as you are about iting the Harvey's this
because it is usual, but simply
Mr; J. P. Branson - returned home
cause it is unusual. The mercies and to meet: the challenge of the yean,
the blessings and the good things I should let this hour pass without Monday morning from Albuquerque 1.1. .Max Pain is m ImIVuu.
are passed by simply because they pointing you to your greatest Friend when he has been visiting home uk vrruqrHin aiowr uompany. succeeding Harry Spans, who resigned.
an looked upon as commonplace, and Ally Jesus Christ our, Lord. folks for a wee kmc so.

Lawyer Charged
With Gambling
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THE STAR

'

'

Is

truly a car "of the people, for the people, and by

the people."

Barth Acquitted
Of Fraud Charge

w.

r-"-

The price is within the reach of the greatest number of people.
Thousands of workmen are employed in the manufacture of the Star Car and other Durant Products.
There are more partners in Durant interests than in
any other industrial group in the world
on April 20th last.

.

Roadster . . . . .
..
Touring Car
. . .
Coupe . . ,

....

270,399

,

V

...

.

$414

Sedan

$443

Station Wagon . . . $585
f. o. b. Detroit, Midi.

$580

.

.$615
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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
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BUY NOW WHILE A DOLLAR SECURES SUCH BIG VALUES
,

First Class Shoe Repairing By Expert Workmen At Extremely Low Prices
AUTO TOPS AND CURTAINS MADE AND REPAIRED

1

JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor
GALLUPS EXCLUSIVE

COR. COAL AVE., ANDi THIRD ST.

FOOTWEAR STORE

DC

SPECIAL PRICES
On Millineryj and New, Arrivals in Sports and White
"
:'"
Milans.
'.;

AND PICOTING

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY
THE

GRUB-STAK- E"

And she declares that in writing
the character of
"The Grub-StakFaith created itself. The author had
no more control over the emotional
and impressionable girl than she
had over the lives of strangers.
Faith simply came into the story,
says Miss Shipman, and moved
through it at will, living her life
more vividly and vitally than do
many flesh and blood people.
This is largely because Faith is
real, explains the author a ' girl
whose soul is filled with the gentle
purity of a mother, the unchained
power of the wild creature, the
fiery passion of starved love. All
too seldom can a shadow being, of
the screen claim so much that
reaches to the hearts of an audience.
e"

;

Nell

Shipman

that

"The
picture in

feels

Grab-Stak- e'
the new
which she star at the Strand theatre
next Thursday and Friday, will outlive all else that she has done. While
no one will ever quite forget Nell
Shipman as "The Girl from God's
Country," the versatile actress-auth- or
has reason to believe that the character of Faith Digga in "The Grub.
Stake" is just a bit different and
more life-lif- e.

;

Miss

Shipman

'
occupies

METHODIST

to Select from in Black and Colors.

HEMSTITCHING

a

unique

motion
place in the world
for not only does she star in
films W a kind peculiar to herself,
but she writes the stories and
them with Bert Van Tuyle.
of

pic-tor- es

WVlJnjkth
LEAGLF

PENCIL CO.

CHURCH

John Witt Hendrix, Pastor

It was expected that the Sunday
school would fall off in numbers at
this' season of the year, but the Apposite is the fact the number has
increased.
During vacations teachers have been lacking heretofore, but
it isn't so this time. By team work
all is well.
On next Sabbath we are to have
two services, one at 11 A. M. and the
other at 8 P. M. At each of these
services there will be some good music and a sermon by the pastor. The
theme of the morning sermon will be:

"Respect for the Virtues of Others,"
ana lor tne evening. "Without Re-'tverse Gear." It is believed that you
would find interest in each of these
subjects. At least there isnt any
harm in dropping around and seeinglooking into the matter. You
will find a hearty welaeme, be in
good company, and if you've been
laying out these months, maybe years
you might be greatly surprised to
know just what is going on on the
inside. Really you can't pull any great
surprise on us; for new ones are
appearing nearly every Sunday. Too,
you can come at no peril to yourself nor others, that the roof might
fal) in. Some of your fears have
come and not one extra crack in the
overhead
plastering has resulted.
Mark it up that you are perfectly
safe in coming.
Don't forget the place, corner of
Aztec and South Third, nor the hours,
11 A. M. and 8 P. M., nor to invite
your friends to come with you.
he

'
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Sidewalks Built

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

i

Beautiful Patterns

A Number of New

AIuWCBIENTS

"""""j
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CITY MAIL DELIVERY
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o
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Republicans Win
In Iowa Election

You Can Not Apppreciate

And Know The Cut In

Grocery Prices
UNTIL YOU VISIT THE

CASH and SERVICE
STORE
NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

Harvy S. Firestone
Resigns Membership

of a rubber buying organicombat the British monopoly
of rubber production 'would be unwise
and ineffective.' Nor did you advise

suggestion
zation

to

your membership that at the same
has beent made at the meeting you appropriated $5,000 of
DES MOINES, Iowa,1 June 4.
Washington office of Harvey S. Fire- the association's funds to employ a
Judge Hiram K. Evans, republican of stone, president of the Firestone Tire publicity agency to use the trade papcongressman and Rubber Company, of the compa- ers and general press to 'quiet any
Corydon, was elected
from the Eight Iowa district to suc- ny's resignation as a member of the misapprehension's that existed as to
the rubber associations viewpoint on
ceed Horace Mann Towner, resign- Rubber Association of America.
The letter of resignation, signed by the restriction laws.
ed, according to unofficial fiures com)
"The United States government has
piled here tongiht by the Des Moines Mr. Firestone and addressed to Mr. A.
L. Viles, general manager of the Rub- - recognized the problem a3 vital, af
Register.
Returns from 217 out of 223 pre ber Association of America, very fecting both our peace and prosperity
cincts give tvans 13,635. and J. P. plainly states Mr. Firestone s reasons and war security, and has appropriatDaughton of Grand River, his dem for the company's withdrawal from ed a substantial fund for the investiocratic opponent, 12,100.
the national organization. Mr. Fire- gation of a safe and adequate source
s
o
stone's letter follows:
of supply.
"In behalf of the Firestone Tire and
"This company desires to do every"THE
Rubber Company I hereby tender, for thing in its power to further this
At the Strand theatre next Thurs the attention of your board of direc- worthy project and to continue the
tors, its resignation as a member of agitation for the repeal of the British
day and Friday.
This will bfe another great ani the Rubber Association of America. laws. We have been aware of your
mal show, and children will enjoy This action is taken only after mature opposition, even of your direct appeal
consideration and with the greatest to the membership to have nothing to
it.
The biggest of the several bears reluctance. The failure of your or- do with our efforts, but when you emwhich play with Nell Shipman in ganization to cope with the major ploy the funds of the association a
is Brownie" and, problems of the association, especially substantial portion of which this com"
"The
resays the star, she is as nearly hu- the crisis created by the rubber
pany contributes to actively oppose
man as it is possible for an animal striction act, has impelled this action. hv systematic and oreanized publi
"In the beginning this company city of our efforts to secure the
to be, Brownie loves Nell to distra- of the laws and better conditions
tion and the bear and the actress called your attention to the laws and
own. has ever since urged you to action. for our rubber industry and the con
have a language all their
though their favorite topic is their You appointed a committee to confer sumers of rubber products, there
remains no choice.
When Brownie with the rubber growers, We protest
love for each other.
"It is with great regret that the
is hungry sne hckb ner paw ana ed that this would be a waste of time.
have elapsed the rubber writer notifies you of this decision.
mumbles, and when her feelings are Months
hurt she makes a sound that is growers have reported urging more Especially in view of the fact that he
the strict enforcement of the laws. Noth- had the honor of being president of
like swearing, relates
ing has ever been accomplished.
.
star,
;
the association during the reorganiza"Feeling this would be the result tion period and has always had in
we have been doing everything in our mind the high purpose for the good of
power to bring about a protest to the the industry and the America public
British government through the pro- it Might serve."
o
per channels available. We have not
We have had
had your
Dr.
only your continued opposition.
"Immediately after the failure of
On
your negotiations with the rubber
growers, the writer appeared before
SANTA FE, June 5. A new state
your board and asked their
with the work outlined by the board of medical examiners was apby Gov. Hinkle. The
Washington conference. You unanim- pointed today W.
T. Joyner, Roswell;
are:
members
circularized
your
and
refused
ously
Fe; H. T. Watmembership to that effect. You with- J. A. Massie, Santa four-yeterms,
held from your membership notice of son, McGaffey, for
and L. G.
the fact that at the same meeting in and H. A. Miller, Clovis,
two-yefor
my absence, you were unanimously of Rice, Albuquerque,
the opinion that Secretary Hoover's terms,
Announcemen

'

GRUB-STAK-

While Gallup is in the line for city
mail delivery, yet it is premature to
announce that city delivery is about

to be established, and such report
may disappoint some people. There
is considerable to do in the way oi
improvements, etc., before Gallup can
meet the requirements of the Post
Office Department for a city mail delivery system. With these requirements complied with, then we may
successfully go after the. delivery,
system. As the present administra
tion is working out a policy of retrenchment of all expenses in order
to bring down the heavy burden of
taxation, our hopes for city mail delivery shouldn't be taken too seriously for the present. There is nothing free tax payers must pay the

y

New sidewalks are going down in
various parts of the city. These are
to meet the new order of things to
conform to street grades. In some
places the sidewalks make a distinct
improvement in appearances as well
as for better comfort, while in other
places the change in sidewalk grades
mars the appearance of the bases of
It is hoped that no more
buildings.
changes will be made for some time
to come,' as it is an expensive luxury for property owners to have to
change sidewalks every few years.
It appears to many of our people
that a mistake is being made with
some of the sidewalks, in that some
of our streets need more room than
they now have, and in a few more
years traffic will have increased so
much that some of the sidewalks now
being built will have to give way for
more room in the streets. Some of
Two
sidewalks are too wide.
ieei oil on Biaewains on eitner siue
of some of the streets would give
more room for the
considerable
streets. We believe that this additional room will have to be given to
some of our streets, and we believe
that this will happen within a very
few years.

-
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Every Week-En-d

Is a Vacation

is!

With This Buick"
Closed car comfort is combined perfectly with cross
country-- touring convenience in this Buick six cylinder
.
touring sedan.
,

In interior arrangement and appointment it is unusually attractive. Broad adjustable windows provide
"open car vision." and airiness. And the smart trunk
on the rear affords the luggage facilities so essential
to touring.
Ask for a demonstration of this car. You will find in
it many new qualities.

H. T.Watson

W

Health Board

ar

ar

v

Fours
Pa Roadattr
J Paw.
Touring

.;.

4 Paw. Coupe- - $1895
Pan. Roadater 1175
Paw. Touring
11(5 ' 7 Paw. Touring 145$
7 Paw. Sedan
J19S
5 Paw. Touring
Sedan
1835
163$
Sport Roadster
-1315
1873
S Paw. Sedan
198$
Sport Touring
Sport Roadster 1035
lowrfimrnt tax
at 1. a. b. Bulet Factor-lafofce added. AiabouttHU.M.A.V.ewca
which
for
provitUt
Plan,
Dftrrd Paymtnt:

IS Paw. Coupe
KM. BUU
Paw. Tourinf
f Sedas
-

NEW AND MODERN

Sixes

8M

(M

1175
1195

S

BetEdov Buick Co.
When better suatomobflas are buSt, BuJdc wfH buSJ

data

LIBERTY

HOTEL

MIKE BUTKOVICH, Prop.
Post ATThe Masqmrader- "Gujy Ba
faclnates m a way few productions
"THE MASQUERADER
For six years the world has wait on stage or screen have ever done.
ed to see "The Masquerader" in And, added to that, it is an artistic
Directed by James
films just as Richard Walton Tally master-piec- e.
abilpresented it on the stage, just as Guy Young with a cast of unrivalled MasBates Post created the dual roles of ity to support Mr. Post, "The
John Chilcote, M. P., and John Loder. querader" will be listed among the
Now all those things nave nappenea three finest pictures of the season
at onee. "The Masquerader" ' has and it is doubtful if there will be any
come to the screen with redoubled to surpass it.
force.
It is as outstanding among At the Rex Theatre next Tuesday
motion picture as it was among stage and Wednesday, Jane 12th and 18th,
dramas. It grips, and thrills and Don't miss this great picture.

Baths, Hot and Cold Running Water
Steam Heated ;
Well Ventilated and Lighted Throughout
,

New and Clean
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.Gov.
KcrrfccJi, of North Carolina, adiressiaj
thtret..sr a howl west cp, Lctcswlves rtirtti a the TextileCrca
tly
Manufactmra
Convention, described the "two
but the crlis stood tit Tk:a Yiz- - nat iBirM,a ?
i affnrt at Mih
general boycott on su-nrtrv"
zard MacAddodle saidjhat President Harding didat have the ination through the establishment of class will over common
irarae-it-

xr.

,

nerve to reduce the tariff on sugar so that the supply coming will," and "the indifference of the successful American to the
in from foreign lands could soon push the price down by the discharge of his simple duties as a citizen."
tn
of supply and demand.
law
Tf umit4 Ka wall
And President- Hardin n-- said that
a f iwi . 1
If mat a anAotrAPa
oil U
rtABVAV41Cil.
ASSOCIATION
PRESS
MEXiCO
NEW
WMtW W n Wll AWA. 11a
V
,
US HM
MEMBER OF
,lilVV BVMIV4B at
ne saw no reason why
the tariff should be reduced. As a
ivmiM tinu hua trn avfi in
Editor and Assistant Manager. ter OI COUrse, ShOUld the tariff be reduced SO as tO allow forem Hlassi rfnminofinn rnm fha tramnf frnm .onitol Annnlni1.k.
-'.
CI03GE A. BYUS,
come in free, the suirar manufacturine sections of theiAr lahnr Annraaa;nff anni MfAmm-Annmooii.ff i;ka..im
Business
Manager and Assistant Editor.
A. H. CARTER,
Un
ted
Louisiana in particular, would suffer by millions liberals trying to legislate the reformers out of existence, the
States,
Mechanical
Department
Suirintendent
M.
CARTER,
CLIFFORD
of loss, m cane growing and sugar manufacturing.
Yet Mac- - bloc asserting the rights of a section of the country over the
Adoo rushes in with the same old Democratic idea of free will of
the whole, the military fire-eatwishing more and
SMITH SIGNED THE BILL
and
the
more
of
sugar industry,
the peace lover trying to reduce us to
dJkllllth can,e
preparedness,
United States in order to supply susrar at a few cents ner
less. This policy of MacAdoo is Just about as consistent
pound
n..a
Governor Smith signed the bill and
"" "!t
as were the speeches of Senator Jones and other New Mer- ?r?w.vulon
u .""
"
:
are shouting.
.
from
anybody
As we see it, there is no shout coming
"wets" or "drys." Yet, there are so many angles w and the
look at it, moral and lega ,
tin. and so many way. oito new
-,
iw
act of Governor smitn
present wu-to
so
ways
many
indifference to a citizen's duties" is chargeable against
f0k t it bama and all the cotton nrodurin.
ent angles to the questioned
n- -.
fk.
MMa A a
w
atf
so
argumenw,
nuw vu, auu uues not, go io me polls.
dinerem
"w.t
many
r de8erv
presents
ocratic party has everything by the throat, want cotton nnv
rights tected
the
kind of government it gets! It we
thin to say about it Governor Smith was within his United
jB3L!!Sap!S.
from foreign cotton, and want wool on the free lirf
our hands lies the remedy, But
and his act in no way nullifies the Constitution of the
Louisiana Democrats want a protective tariff on sugar. and
our ovfnm,ent en to
States.
want wool on the free list. In fact, Democrats are of one mind,
New York had voted on "light wines and beers," and the no matter where you find them-iecti- onal
disIikft
in politics, in theb
mo,raIJ?ht
.
AVAra,iiaiminffiv in favor of "lisrht wines and beers.' ideas of
sectional
in
and
economy
government
This
political
everything
have a perfect M
v:.u u. 1 l- .
f
"v'co wj men ana women wno aid have enouirh infAM.f i.
i.
If the people of New York want a thing they
New
of
Yorks
fact
what
the
but
doubt
No
it.
have
to
time
it gets control of our national government.
pieces every
right
..
Hirtif arinan and beers had its influence over W. J.
a duty; it is a sacred
Woodrow Wilson and W. G. MacAdoo are too
il ,tnAKMt'
Bryan,
thaW
towards
in their political philosophy to see why the Dem- Governor Smith in his consideration of his action
riht
Prace
2ryW!akenB the Privilee fiven by the privilege;
bill he signed it now wnai mu uw yeiutiwv,
ocratic party is ever and always headed for the rocks.
" and the benefits
St
about it? That's tne question.
The science of political economy as advocated and tauirht
aiwitepuoncan party is the only science constructive for a
The Republican party is in strict and absolute sympathy oy tne
omer
as
wen
as
form
witn
of American government the only science of political L, . KUBBE CHIPS: As the sheriff's department is now
every
Volstead
Act,
the
with
provision
of the Federal Constitution, i ne nexi national ncpumwaii wu-wil- philosophy broad enough to successfully manan a maun of wnv?.n? "I01"6 attention to gamblers, bootleirirera
nominate a candidate as a "dry" or "wet can
without destructive sectional laws.
hand, some interesting things are being learned in
'
the
for
stand
the
take
who
will
connection
with gamblers and gambling dens. Rubber
candidate
a
but
didate,
chips
nf nil laws State and Federal laws. The Demo- FREE TRADE MEANS LOW WAGES
YooZut
of the Volstead Act in the hands of the Federal courts that's
tind each place so that at the first sight of an
their business.
We hear much about immigration
This is ?" A ;.u I8Im 13 lven by turnin out the lights in rooms and
To make a long story short, the action of the Governor of
vioiauon
oi
am.!8 are g0I.n 0n- - Money is kept out of
an old question. Since the discovery of America, immigration rCi,f ao "!.u
New York simply places the matter
prosecution ior
courts
that's
"
Federal
the
of
hands
the
in
Act
consideration.
a
has
been
of
o fthe Volstead
"p'L881,De' in mst cases no money can be found.
question
legislative
Immigration K5 ;!
"
infx CflIPs are cashed, the
erious question. Manufacturers some of them
not even
all there is to it. And as to the enforcement of the Volstead
sheriff
or
marshal
ine ?ame? are P'ayed. An aggressive
every
police,
want more immigration from the European countries. There
Act. every constable, every city
Ji8 m j aainst h gamblers, just as has been
and every deputy shenn in tne oiaie oi new xwa. noo ,n.cu is now a shortage of laborers in the United States and wages
to
such
an
the
oooweggers
uphold
let the good work go on.
oath,
are high. Big manufacturing concerns say that we should let
an oath, and will continue to take
the bars down on immigration so that more European laborers
State and Federal Constitutions.
can come over and relieve the shortage of labor in this country.
That's all.
Ball Games
With the thinking class of laborers in this country there is a Pep
At Albuquerque
feeling that we should not let the bars down on immigration.
ANENT THE ZINN LAND LEASE
1 li'Korol nnlipv tnirorHa immiVofinn
aimnlv fnnA tVii'al
mATh ,
country with cheap or low wage laborers.
:
If it is true that Governor Hinkle, when a boy on a Misa more liberal immigration are also advo- - Albuouenroe team
Advocates
of
"ZS
st.,,,u
i.t
his dinner in cates of free trade. Free trade would of itself
miles to school, carried
souri farm, walked. four
about the Sunday. The Saturday game went
.
O
- A.A.
bring
i
d
j
ii
a
an old fashioned tin bucket n an tnis is irue i ouca awaie policy of a more liberal immigration just as surely as night
Albuquerque, 10 to 5. The Sun.
of affairs may happen again, and in New Mexico, if the New follows day.
15 to
. .
..
.
Supt. Hor-Mexico Democratic party continues in control of State affairs,
IS wedded to the policy OI tree ace Moses returned home Sunday
Democratic
The
party
tne
AiDuquer-quirom
as per the following editorial
free trade ana the Dars oi immigration wouiu wim ma coiora nying mgn.
trade. Establish
Herald:
&
st v i
j.n,n oil fha irnrM h rpfli rr.riA would
SHERIFF MYERS SATS
"It mav be that there are modifying restrictions and con level the world as to commerce and labor no other way out.
ditions accompanying the commissioner's new rules which ade
pro- - That with about 1,000 extra men
Various plans have been proposed. One such planwould
quately protected the interest ot the state, it is to De nopea
Gallup on the
American inspectors at ports of embarkation, who
that this is the case. Otherwise the state has been put into poses
raoroaa
or
-i
would-b- e
reject
Our Wagon at Your
immigrants and admit
has
to the sheriff's
oil lease on its lands maj be given away for examine all
a. - position
. j
... where
.
...
:
i. it,... rather than here. "The plan is open to several objections, sucn 0fficethe men are Bober and in
jt
i
.i
wmuu
me
nicae
very year in
the Denetlt OI speculators during
Bootleggers are about
Door Relieves Your
as the animosity of foreign governments to a selective process dustrioug.
leases are likely to be worth more than ever betore.
cleaned up, therefore no druukeness.
at
would
which
shores
keep
on
it"To attempt to justify such a policy with the claim that
TiVtn Tnnlv desirable citizens: also the difficulty of 1,1
Worry
esiBDiisnmenra.
is to encourage drilling is ridiculous. No encouragement to
an intelligent and high morale force of inspectors
That he inVMtigated the npoii o
maintaining
furbeen
has
drilling is now required. That encouragement
abroad at any rates ot pay whicn tne immigration service mum moonshine ana bootleg booze in the
It means you are adnished in ample measure. The drilling how under way will
obtain from Congress.
find ato
ff!tVLcinni.
expect
vanced
beyond the old
now proceed to its final conclusion without further encourageAh8' hf.
com- ?ur a.mthe steamship
is the nronosal to. make
Author nlar.
.
r- .
era ana camemen are nor matcinc.
,
fashioned
ment. Nothing can stop it but proof that there is no oil in the
description of
and fine every snip a tnousana aonare ior
bootleKKing mom9hie whiskey,
home on wash day;
your
New Mexico structures. If oil is found, the state can get its panies responsible
x
uca. hc as was reported to him.
every immigrant brougnt over wno nas 10 De mrneu
that you know how' modown price for its leases.
somewhat on a nar with fin- - That conditions have so much im.
ern skill and invention
in
the pub
one
"It this policy is put into effect, as outlined
ing a railroad company if it transports a criminal
have made this necessary
lished rules, it will simply cut off any chance of substantial town to another, and has so many legal difficulties that it mnrnvinr Uh tno.
evil no longer a burden.
revenues from oil leases at a time when such revenues might hardly Seems possible it Will be attempted.
Sheriff Myers anoreciates the aid
to
accrue.
in
Galiuo
be
Herald
a
expected
reasonably
fdvocating
The whole question resolves around free trade, or a pro-- ,
Our work is quality work
"The motives of the land commissioner and his advisers tective
fs
ami free trade: The Republican party is the par- thTit
tariff
may be the best. The judgment evidenced is extremely un
for protection and this policy of a protective tar- - ,er to obey the laws than it is to
fortunate for the state and for the public schools and institu ty
reason for wages being higher m this country break them.
iff is the
GALLUP STEAM
tions which need the money as they never needed it before." than in theonly
8
European countries. Yet 90 percent of the labor
vote in me unueu oiaies gu w we ucmwuuv p";- BUNGLES A "BURGLAR"
OUR AVIATION FIELD
It labor continues to vote ior iree craae, or ior ine uerau-- i
rratic nartv. it is onlv a matter of time when free trade will be Guy Bates Post, star of "The Mas-at- -; fV,i TTioW fifataa
Then tho worlrl will oro huerader," the First National
c4.ui:v.
-- PHONE
Gallup has an aviation station probably don't 'know it through a leveling process--the
163
United States will come down
it
When Capt. Harry Young of Kelly Field visited Gallup he and the rest of the world Will go up, and this process will con- - gg"
at his home in Pasadena,
found one of the best sites for an aviation station he has ever tinue until the whole world will be on the same level, in com- - happened
where he rose early every morning to
seen.
Sre,?-!.1!.merce and labor.
1
The site where he landed, the Mulholland ranch just wes
When free trade becomes the policy of the world, and pro- TSLuvi
JWT
of Gallup, is one of the finest aviation sites in America.
tective tariff will become ,a dead issue, then governments will shadow moving about below. Post
Gallup is so geographically located that it would be an be managed by liberals on the one side and home rule ad- - ran down stairs swiftly and out into
the morning drizile. The man did
easy matter to have the War, Department designate this place vocates on the other side no other way out.
not
turn, but ran for the gate and
as one of its aviation stations.
In this, as in all Questions of political economy, demo hopped
on a bicycle with the star!
The Mulholland site is all that could be required as a cracies and republics will battle along lines of what may be chasing him. Thoroughly soaked by
location. Very little work on it would meet the specifications considered best for the masses.
the rain, Post had almost caught up
with wheel and was about to leap
of an aviation station. Cross country and coast to coast trips
the intruder when he chanced
win become more and more irom now on. it would mean a
WE HOPE FOR THE BEST: The storm canal for the upon
to see a bundle on the front ox tne
m 'mm
m
great deal to Gallup.
Duerco is beinsr constructed, and we hope for the best. bicvcle.
This is an opportunity that we should take advantage of, We hope that this storm canal will prove to be just what is The supposed burglar was the man
the morning
news,
and the time to start tor this thing is now.
claimed for it. It looks like small town stuft. it appears to us who delivered
paper to Post The reason he had
hat while at it that the canal should have been constructed so been
prowling underneath the win.
as to take care of all the flood waters of the west part of Gal dow was in order to place the paper
WE REMEMBER THAT- un. The srulch that comes down from the Southwestern mine in a spot where it would be protect Because
you're not
the
from the rain.
and all that section that is often flooded, could have ed Rex
district,
est equipment, ion --using
Now that President Harding has decided to make a trip
Theatre next Tuesday and
and
that
one
to
the big puerco Wednesday.
been cared for with
canal, and the outlet
of course
Jans De Forest
through Alaska, we remember that Albert B. Fall, while Sec- in that vicinity would not
interfered
with
have
o
Can
pro
you sfbrd it? Why, you
the
announced
he
of
that
would
make a trip
Interior,
retary
'
A
PLACE
AS
GALLUP
can't afford not to have It The
petty, and the gravity fall would take care of itself. But, we
through Alaska. No sooner than had Fall made such an- are
FOR MANUFACTURERS
if it don't work, we will as
to
and
this
mafic th nnn tUm a., i.
canal,
try
nouncement there were gimlet headed tin horn politicians of sess
more
there
can- - With
build
and
owners
for
another
money,
property
waiting for you to pick
New Mexico who said that "Fall must have an eye on a gold
plenty water Gallup can go
It
Dpi, Coma In favla
oncerns.
.We
.,
nai.
after
manufacturing
mine, or on oil claims up there." While President Harding is
have the coal cheap fuel. All we tu tell you how to get it. j
being praised for his trip into the Alaska country, it was perneed is more and plenty of water.
and
remarks
heard
ROTTEN
here
numerous
Just west of Gallup there is a proven
fectly official for the Secretary of the Interior to tour that sec
This opportunity
C. N. fcOTTON
tion. . Yet there are so many small calibre canibals in New there, we should say that a number of booze hounds got woe- artesian belt.
Mexico who envy Fall of his every success that even when he fully stung by buying dope from recent bootleggers from El should be taken advantage of, especj
if we are to spend money for
advocated the designation of National Parks in New Mexico Paso. It appears that a couple of auto loads of the "pure ially
COMPANY
fuel and water
reservoir.
out
stuff" got in from El Paso and was sold
among our people are the thingsCheap
lie was again accused of sinister motives. ;
considered Dyi
first
RADIO DEPARTMENT '
at from $100 to $175 per case. Of course the labels on the manufacturers.
Fall is now busy rounding up cattle on his Three Rivers bottles
o
labels
as
stuff
The
the
being
"guaranteed"
"pure."
enemies going to do
ranch, and what are his little
It was stated last National Child
atWtiniwJtWfcriar
being printed in Mexico, where the stuff was bottled, and the Labor
about it?
Day that no one can truthgreen "government stamp" also being printed in Mexico. The fully say.
"I don't use goods made I
"red ink" words on some of the "government stamps" said: by children." Instead the assertion
EDUCATION: Better and more educational institutions "Bottled in Spring of 1912 Made in Fall of 1914."
Yet the was that everybody wno eata zood,
has ever been one of the many good and sound progressive pol- number of bursting head aches and sick stomachs wasnt wean clothes,
uses material, reads
icies of the Republican party. An educated people are easier enough to bring some to their sense. "What fools we mortals anything, or plays with anything,!
uses articles produced, in part, by
and better governed.
child labor.
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for juns; is:s
Navajo Chapter No. 18.

'

(Herald Correspondence)

R. A.

Mr. H. J. Snyman. our local mer
chant spent a few. days in Los Lunas

Special Convocation. Work in
M, and M. E. H. Degrees.
4 Easter Star. Regular meet
M.--

P.

Ml KILE SWEFSTAXE3.
The Gallup Cedillas agency, for
Durant an Star .cars, an in receipt of the news that on Memorial
Day in the 500 mile sweepstakes on
the Indianapolis Speedway, five Durant specials finished within the first
seven places.
Driving Durant specials, S. Harry Hartz finished second:
Jimmy Murphy, third; Earl Cooper,
rourtn; r rank Elliott, sixth; Eddie
Hearne, seventh. This is a , record
for any car, a record that should be
considered by those who contemplate
ouying a new car. The Gallup Cadillac agency is proud of the showing
maoe oy tne Durant car, and will be
glad to entertain, any who want to
look tne vurant over. ,

on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elkins were
in from their ranch last Tuesday.
8 Navajo Chapter.
No. 18
Mr. S. E. Young has stopped work
A. M. Regular Convocation.
at the Lime Kiln and will attend to
Picnic.
Ft. Wingate.
his farm work.
All Masons, families and Friends InMrs. Bellzore Whetten from Col.
vited.
Eats Furnished. Advise D.
GOODS
W. Boise, Phone 243, number in your
onal, Juarez, Mexico, is here vis i tin
Your eyes, like your teeth,
her daughter, Mrs. Clarinda Tietjen.
should be examined at least ones
pany.
Mr.
11
Lebanon Lodge No. 22.
Re
cause they are so sensitive to
Eugene Chapman and family
nave gone to Virginia to visrt h i
various strains.
gular communication.
15 Baldwyn Commandery No. 12.
cXxsa, wife's people. : He writes that he has
Your doctor will tell you that
visited in Washington, D. C.
Regular K. v. and K. M. Degrees.
are the most delicate orthey
Miss Ins Tietjen who has been at
16 Baldwyn
tc:s
Commandery,
of the body and at the
Spec
gans
c-?We Have in Stock a Very
Miss Nora Lassater of the Law
tending school at Snowflake, Ariz.,
same time the most abused.
lai, i
h. Knignt Templar Deis
home
for
stores
summer.
rence
is
the
her
grees.
vacation
again
enjoying
71$ Ommt Amtriomm
Many people complain of
18 Eastern Star.
Mrs. Selma M. Ballard of Snow- - ny a visit in Santa e.
Complete Line of
Regular meet
headaches when the real sour
is
with
here visiting
flake, Arizona,
ing.
i
of the trouble can be placed dir22 Lebanon Lodge No, 22. Specner parents Mr. and Mrs. T. J. McFor Fire Insurance see Charles W,
ectly to defective vision.
ial M. M. Degrees.
Neill.
Mrs. McNeill did not go to Davis, 109 South Second St Phone
When this is corrected in tuns
.;
Utah as was reported.
29 Lebanon Lodge No. 22. Spec
248.
:
;v.
tf no ill effects result
But many
Mr. Paul B. Bushner. of Callus.
ial n, m. ana r .
im grees.
people continue to put off takdrove over, to Bluewater Sunday and
W. R. CREGAR,
Judge John Schauer and family. W,
ing care of their eyes until the
brought with him Mr. and Mrs. Zera H. Hanns and family are off to the
Secretary,
optical nerve becomes strained
ban Juan Basin tor a vacation.
Chapman and family.
and weakened to such an extent
social
The
held
the
in
VISITS OLD HOME
Meeting
that the eye is irreparably damMiss Helen Crandall has returned
House Saturday night seemed to be
aged.
enjoyed by all present. There was from Tucson where she attended the
Have your eyes examined at
Last Sunday Leo Leaden motored
Arizona.
of
out
a large crowd
and refreshments University
" uncle" Dan DuBoise over to Rav
your first opportunity. Our
AN APPRECIATION
of cake and lemonade were served.
mond Springs and to the old. trading
charges art reasonable. f
The Bargain Store carries a comOn June Day a crowd of people
store wnicn " uncle" Dan established
The Kiwanis Gub wish to extend to went to the mouth of the canyon plete line of dry goods and shoes.
soon after the Civil war and which the business men of
Gallup their for an outing. The day was good
he conducted for many, years. The
Hardware
Furniture
thanks for the generous way and the bountiful repast was surely
old store has been closed for a long hearty
in which they responded to the re enjoyed by all. Those who cared
For Health and Accident Insurance
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
ante, but the enchantment of Che quest for donation to care for the ex- too
bathed in the stream. Some 'of see Charles W. Davis, 109 South Secplace is very dear to "Uncle" Dan
of putting on the Indian Cere, the boys said they saw mountain ond Street. Phone 248
Post Office Building
pense
tf
The party was accompanied by Leo's monial at
the dedication of the Har trout
COUNTY
Mrs.
SCHOOL
BUDGET
two
Tom
and
mother,
Leaden,
,
Gallup,
New MexJeo
Mrs. O. F. Peck is home again
Amos Tietjen has started
Mr.
vey House. The committee reports
sisters, Mesdames Anna Polly and
called on 94 business men drilling at the Cantrell homestead,
after nine weeks stay in St. Mary
After the budget for the McKlnley uertrude JJoatrtenti The old Dan that they 93
At Same Stand for Past Five
of them responded gladand that
Mrs. Matilda Lewis and Lillith hospital.
county school bag been examined by DuBoise trading store is located ly. It is such
as
Years
this
came
their
Cluff
from
mountain
in
the State Tax Commission the re-- southwest, of Zuni City.
that makes it possible for Gallup to home Saturday and attended the Dr. Fred J. Wadford. Chiropractor.
will be published in The Gallup
do things.
Social Saturday night and services Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
This will be authentic news, CREGAR WILL MOVE TO
Yours for a bigger and - better on Sunday.
the only kind of news of any value LARGER AND BETTER ROOMS Gallup,
Miss Mary Mirabal is now with the
,
The following program was ren
to McKinley county school patrons.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHThe Kiwanis Club
dered at the social Saturday night: J. C. Penney store.
we don't believe that it is doing jus
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
W. R. Cregar will remove to the
"We Build"
Solo
Klea Chapman
Piano
tice to the county school superintend- offices,
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
is
There
a
reason
trade
ft
vacated
Martin
why
people
Fullmer Chapman
Violin Solo
just
,by.
ent to report that $200 will supply
OF NEW MEXICO
.
one
his
Mrs.
W.
B.
door
store.
at
from
the
south
Sherman
complains Vocal Solo
Ernest Chapman
Army
all the needed maps and globes for Chapman,
In the matter of the
The rooms will be that some one took a fine rose cut Reading
Lewis
Matilda
place.
present
our rural schools.
DUNHAM IN BAD AGAIN
Estate of Peter Benderach,
No. 247
overhauled and made modern and Mr. ting and flower pot from the Manhat- Vocal Solo
Vernice Chapman
When the State Tax Commission
A few weeks ago Leo Leaden ar Deceased.
will have more and better tan Cafe. Miss Maxine Feather, Mrs. Piano Solo
Cregar
...Clara
Young
has passed on our county school bud rooms. His business has outgrown Sherman's
D. A. Nielson rested Irving Dunham on charge of
NOTICE
presented the Volcal Solo
get we will publish the report The the present rooms and in order to ac- rose cuttingdaughter,
to
her
mother
is here vis naving intoxicating liquor in his pos
Minnie
during
Lancaster
Mrs.
Notice is hereby given that the uncounty schools budget commissioners commodate his ever increasing pat- Mrs. Sherman s recent illness, and
It will be remembered that dersigned has been appointed admin- feel that they have prepored a bud.
iting with her sister Mrs. Susan session.
Dunham offered to sell Mr. Leaden istrator
ronage is the reason for taking larg- Mrs. Sherman prized the gift very Knudsen.
of the estate of Peter Benof
schools
what
our
need, er quarters.
get
just
Mr. Skiles, who is manager of the some whiskey, having the stuff in derach, deceased, and that all persons
highly. Mrs. Sherman placed the
and they are in hopes of having their
o
was
car
a
at
the
Dunham
tried
time.
one
in
(
front
of
Manhattan
Rock Crusher, went East to bring
having claims against said estate and
full budget allowed by the State Tax "Better and better pictures is our cutting of this the
week so that
his wife and two children out to stay before Judge Holloman and received said decendent
morning
will present them
tammission.
The
not
Rex
car
con.
was
of
fine
of
a
the
the
$50.
could get the morning sun, and some for the summer.
hobby," say
managers
within the time and manner prescribMr.
Leaden
found
six
a
fkcated.
week
"We
theatre.
one took the flower, pot and all. This
try our best every
The weather remains dry and
law.
H. E. PHENECIE RESIGNS
in the car which Dunham ed by
we want every show to please. We is about as small and measley antic
yet the crops are looking fair- shooter when
windy
D. W. BONTEMS,
he
was
believe that the picture show produc of thievery as could be considered.
placed under
dropped
ly well.
Administrator.
arrest. He was not tried for having .
H. E. Phenecie has resigned as sec- ers are improving their services right
the
and
is
here
time
Haying
(1849)
retary of the Chamber of Commerce. along, and we are doing our best to Judge McFie has moved his lib- farmers are grinding hay knives and a deadly weapon while bootlegging. First
Pub. June 2.
Mr. Phenecie and W. E. Nevis will get the best, say Messrs. Garrett ft library, heretofore in the offices of geting machinery in repair to start We now note that Dunham broke
Last Pub. June 23.
while
held
at
Colo.,
Cortez,
be associated in business. Mr. Phen- Garrett.
being
ofnew
jail
Martin ft Chapman, to the
to work.
ecie will remain in Gallup for some
fices of J. W. Chapman- in the Page
Mr. and Mrs. McElrath and Mr. on charge of stealing auto tires. He
Mrs. Elizabeth Miller has resign budding.
time in charge of the affairs of his
Mrs. Nielson spent a day in made his escape by holding a gun GALLUP AND NEW YORK
and
over other prisoners and forcing
: BOOK SAME DATES
company in this section, while Mr. ed her position with the L. G. Shank-li- n
,
Gallup.
them to saw the bars, from which he
Nevis will have charge of the Alhardware as bookkeeper and gone
Dr. A H. DeLong and family are
o
made
his
hus
escape.
buquerque office. They will have to Walnut, Iowa, to join her
,
Dr. Fred J. Wadford, Chiropractor,
visiting at Gilman, Iowa, and Gary,
A few weeks ago The Gallup Her
o
charge of income tax of New Mexico. band, who has a picture show at that Ind., and will be gone three weeks Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
Mrs. Leon Czarlinsky and Miss ald called attention to the fact that
A successor to Mr. Phenecie as sec- place. Mrs. Miller is a daughter of
Rex theatre of Gallup and the
There is a reason why people trade
retary of the Chamber of Commerce Mr. and Mrs. John H. Young.
W. O. Turner has returned from Doris Czarlinsky are off to Los An- the
and modern theatres of
Mrs.
to
visit
with
metropolitan
has not been named.
geles
Czarlinsky's
at
at the Army Store.
his long stay
Tumwater, Wash.,
New York City book same, dates for
Mrs.
W.
Ackerman.
F.
o
W. F. (Bill) Mellinger has gone
oient-more
mother,
and will resume his duties at
"The Soul of the
moving pictures.
to visit with a brother in Colorado to
Dr. C. H. Clark has charge of the
NOTICE
with the Defiance Coal Co. Mr.
Mark Smith, Sr., made a business Beast," one of the greatest moving
Mr.
his
health.
Melling
recuperate
Congregational church services dur Turner says that the Republican ad
pictures ever sceened, started in
To the Public: It having appeared er suffered a severe case of small ing the vacation of Rev. Stark.
ministration is very much in evidence trip to El Paso this week.
New York theatres on the same date
that merchandise has been charged pox and it will be some weeks before
in the Tumwater mining district, all
Miss Mary Willson is home from as shown at the Rex theatre of Gal
For Mutual Life Insurance, see mines as well as lumber mills run.
against me by members of my family, he is back to good health again.
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second ninar full blast, some of them on duo the University of New Mexico at lup.
and that such charges being erroneous,
W. R. Wylie of the Lebeck ft Wy-li- e Street. Phone 248.
Again this same thing happens
as members of my family disclaim
tf ble shifts. Mr. Turner states that if Albuquerque.
New York- - theatres will commence
hosto
St.
Remember
was
taken
firm
Store
when
the
Mary
around
travel
Bargain
oeoole
will
such
I
the working
merchandise,
having bought
showing "A Man of Action" Sunday
serve this notice that on and after pital Wednesday for an operation for
Sunday School Superintendent Bee. they will see what the Republican ad going to buy dry goods or shoes.
is
night, June 10, and the Rex theatre
He
doing
will
moorreported
of
the
son
this date no merchant or business per appendicitis.
Congregational church
ministration is doing lor tne
of Gallup wlil show "A Man of Acson is authorized to charge anything very well.
deliver the address at 11 o clock ser ing classes.
tion" this Sunday night, June 10.
Mrs.
D.
of
Mine
5
Roberts
No.
is
vices Sunday morning.
against my name, or against any
"A Man of Action" is a Thos. H.
There is a reason why people trade
member of my family, unless such
BIG SHRINE PICNIC AT
visiting in Kansas.'
Inces mystery productions, and is up
Mrs. Floyd Ambrose has accented
SUNDAY
charges show the name of the member at the Army Store.
WINGATE
FT.
to the high standard of all the Ince
the position as bookkeeper with the
Buy your needs at the Bargain
of my family to whom the goods were
shows clean, educational, entertainISSUED
LICENSES
MARRIAGE
G.
L.
de
written
hardware.
or
a
order
from
without
Shankun
Store
committee
and save money.
sold,
The refreshments
ing. In this picture Douglas Mao-Le- an
me.
sire all Masons and their families to
will be supported by MarguerS2.98 will take any hat in our win
June 2 To Jack Turner and Min
PETE CAMBONI,
Miss Lucille Castillo is now with
the annual picnic at Ft.
enjoy
de la Motte and William Court- ite
of
nie
Misses
Mae
and
or
dow
Sloan,
Ladies
mariage
Gallup,
display.
tomorrow. Sunday. Brine bas the Miocker store.
Proprietor of the Handy Store,
right.
212 Hill Ave. ceremony by Rev. Wm. Young.
Childrens.
kets full of eats, and there will be
To
and
Arthur
2
June
Gandy
All
etc.
Gallup, N. M., May 24, 1923.
coffee,
soft
of
drinks,
V.. K. Erett is due borne after eh. plenty
Lane of Gibson, marriage cere
KhrinAra are to wear their Fez. Take
his annual vacation which he
The of ices recently vacated by H. monv bv Rev. Wm. Youna.
joying
baseball bats, mits, etc., and go
your
J
June 6 Joseph D. Hager and spent on the trout streams north of nrenared for a bit: time. Cars will
C. Denny, over the Wurm jewelry
store are being overhauled for Dr. W. Merle Worth of Crown Point, marri Santa Fe.
leave post office at 10 A. M. Those
WHY NOT BUY THE BEST
B. Cantrell. These offices will- be age ceremony by Rev. John W. Hen- cars will be provided with
without
to
been
made
have
in every par. drix.
modern and
com
Arrangements
Refreshments
transportation.
June 6 Miguel Camanna and give a social dance every Saturday mittee:" Jimmy Blataios, chairman;
ticular. Dr. Cantrell will likely move
marri
of
Soledal
Gibson,
Aramado
Octoat
his
new
Kitchen
the
into
opera house, R. Grayson, C. K. Ross, Guy uina,
night
quarters about
ber 1.
age ceremony by Judge John Schauer, with good music by the Rex orcnes H. D. Byrd, Jess Russell, W. M.
O
tra.
Bickel.
Dr. Fred J. Wadford, Chiropractor.
Dr. M. Mi Ellison is contemplating
Mrs
J. B. Wilson and daughter,
erecting a new building on the Mas- Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
WOMAN'S CLUB PICNIC
onic lots for his office rooms.
Mike Wolf, of Magdalena, are in
Mrs. Sigmund Haas has returned town visiting Mr. Wilson's son and
The Gallun Woman's Club will en
For Aito Insurance see Charles from her long visit at Long Beach, daughter, Theo WHlson and Mrs. joy its annual picnic June 20. All
W. Davis, 109 South Second Street. CaL Sigmund says he isn't stuck on Baird, of the Railroad Street Racket members are requested to attend and
'
Phone 248.
Store.
tf bachelor life.
bring their friends. The procession
will leave the Citv Club at 10 A. M.,
satisfac
low,
-Quality high, price
and drive out to some nice shady
tion , guaranteed at the Bargain place and spread the contents of their
baskets bring full baskets.
Store.
ing.
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PARKE SELLARD
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ICE CREAM
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FOR THE SAME MONEY?

WE HAVE IT

WE SELL

QUALITY GROCERIES
We Guarantee Every Article That Leaves Our Store

Y

M

Judre E. A. Martin has moved his CLASS OF SIX FOR
law offices to the second story rooms
GALLUP ELK LODGE
over the White Cafe.
Tjmt. Monday niarht a class of six
Reduced prices on ever hat in stock
was added to the Gallup Elk Lodge,
at Summers Millinery.
as follows: Lawrence rlno, Mmeon
Frank Lyons,
Anv Hat in the window at Sum Danoff. C W. Davis.
Royall Smith and JacK J. noimes.
mers Millinery for $2.98.

--

THE CANDY SHOP
"SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM"

'

,

o

Fruits, Berries and

Have vou seen those beauties in
NEW BUILDINGS
Spring and Summer Styles at the
Summers Millinery. They are beau.
'
A number of new buildings are go ties at 14.98.
ing up in Gallup, among them we
note a new residence for J. C. Boat- The Chas. Iehl asrency reports the
right in Cottage Heights, nine rooms, sale of a Nash Four to Tom Dustin
one for John, Novak, Cottage neignts of Ship Rock.
and sold, and Mr. Novak has started
Mrs. W. B. Cantrell- is enjoying a
a second building; one for Mr. Popvisit to the Cantrell ranch near Las
lin, Cottage Heights.
Cruces.
,.
Miss Genevieve Glass will leave toFor Insurance ol all kinds, see
day for Chicago where she will take
a special course in art. She will be Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
tf
gone 90 days. Miss Annie Kitchen Street. Phone 248.
will take care of Miss Glass' posiJudee Edmund R. French left yes.
tion, that of time keeper at the
terday for a week's stay at Jemez
round house.
Springs.
Andrew Miller is due to arrive in
Miss Lillian Wadford is now with
to
accept a position
Gallup Monday
with the Lawrence stores as shoe and the sales force of the Lawrence
clothing salesman. Mr. Miller comes stores.
from Raton.
W. H. Collins made a business trip
Mrs. Ruby Sumpter, nee Ruby to Winslow this week.
Smith, is here from EI Paso to visit
There is a reason why people trade I
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark
,

Vegetables
Fresh Shipment Every Day

SERVICE GHOCEKY
E. W. TAMONY,

Pre?.

-

Smith.

at the Amy

Store.

,
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No Argument
About It
'
If You

EAT AT

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
Merchants Lunch or Supper,
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Market of Stocks
general

let-lu-

p

ui

IlUTTCn & CO. r

DY E. F.

of

in business, as well

nns u

M talk oi a ouyer
vapid decline in commodity price,
' decline
trooght about a general
in
resulted
list
that
the
throughtout
number of stocks making new low
rices for the year. Sentiment became decidedly pessimistic and stocks
were sold regardless of value and, on
Oe breaks forced, selling made the
Market at times look panicky.
While there was something in the
aews to justify the belief that we
lad seen the peak of our building
Worn and that steel production had
shown some falling
if, yet there
rat no resron to become panicy and
tuload stocks regardless of price.1
situation' that
WusheBS
( The)
Wen so uniformly good throughout
file' Spring has not changed in any
serious wsy as yet (so far as shown
of
by reliaable figures), but rumors
vara
at
curtailed
operations
greatly
had
iety of plants, undoubtedly, situaacme effect upon the general
tion.,
'
There vas a disposition to be less
positively optimistic concerning the
immediate business outlook, although
tome bank statements took the view
that - the minor recessions, which
have occurred, were wholesome rath,
er than otherwise.
o
:
The average imuer
not
is
business
of
that the volume
levels,
likely to exceed the "peak
nd this is a factor that has had a
in
good deal to do with the change
market.
the
sentiment
against
public
does
Then, too, the foreign situation
not show the improvement that was
setexpected to result in a speedy which
tlement of the Ruhr district,
now seems as far off as ever.
Railroad Stocks
While the general trend of prices
in the industrial list was distinctly
downward the past month, and many
stocks have seldom experienced such
a drastic shaking out," as they
have had recently, the Railway
hares for the most part held firm,
and stimulated by the favorable Ap-1
ril earnings and net gains of fromisto 3 points were made by such
Atchison, Northern Pacific,
sues
Southern Railway and New Tor
Central.
Railroad shares now occupy a
position in the stock market,
of favorowing to the publication
Marcn
able earnings statements for of
car
and April, and the reports
hav
loadings the past month, that
broken all previous records of freight
sea-ao- n
handled by the railroads at this
subof the year, and show acorres
stantial increase over the
period last year.
"Notwithstanding the fact that the
traffic handled during recent months
seasonal records, car
tas broken all been
constantly
shortage has movement
of freight
and the
to
continuously improved, accordmg
inter-Btat- e
the evidence presented to the
Commerce Commission by the
the
American Railway Association, as
added
railroads of the country haveto their
over 50,000 new freight cars
1st,
equipment since January
placed in
of which nearly 11,000 were American
service during April. The
also asRailway Association have
sured the Commission that freight
cars and locomotives' have been pror
in
cured or are in process of delivery ot
sufficient quantity to take care
and
prospective business during 1923, this
that the railroads will expend
for new
year a total of $676,500,000 $432,000,-000
rolling stock, in addition to extensions
for improvements and
with a
to roadbeds and terminals,movements
view to expediting car
ThlB eX--
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when

a
a concerted exxon was maae iasi
month to depreciate values of all
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w
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FOR YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY

uralnn

nf tfeia ComnanT for the
wrililH ha An ft narttv
T..M
March quarter,
with
those . foraiatJI:ihe
.
-AM
when aooux yiu.w per snare was
earned on the atock.
Tha A utnmntJTa Diuinaaa li hold
ing up welli with no curtailment asyet lores tuaowea ana every maica-

i,f.

1

April output --f motor vehicles ag
gregated 8V,vuv cars ana irucjui, according to the revised figures and
majority of plants
operations in
have, continued through the month
of May at the same levels that were
reached in April, while tome of the
miuiH hava inercasM their
season of the year
production at
when they usually commence to slow
down.

.

WESTERN BLOOMER GIRLS
GALLUP GREYS

McKis

...

marked
up the price of certain cars $100
each, while the Chandler concern
tht nrira of its severl mod
els of cars approximately $110 each,
'
'
.
......
and prices oi otner cars may rue
in
the
front
C.
Western
of
Mr.
E.
the'
rank, where they will
Baker,
very
to
the
within a short time, owing
in th mat nf raw materials Bloomer Girls' Base Ball Club is in stand season after season as tne only
for the real champion ladies' base ball club
and the intention of manufacturers the city making arrangements Western
of the world,
to maintain the present quality oi first appearance of the
Bloomer Girls' Base Ball Club in Gal
As the twentieth century grows oldtheir cars.
which will be er we find that physical culture has j
with
Greys
Gallup
lup
Grain Trade Review
Monday, June 11th, at rair Urounds taken a great advance, especially
vihaat valuta wprA mi the down ball
park.
among the fairer sex. We note in
nmAa i)n r,not mnnth until, as a re
General
paker states tnat in these modern times' that some of our i
sult of drastic liquidation in all introducingAgent
this cluhl of high-clas- s
best athletes are women. The
cents
grains, July wheat was off 124 delivto the public in general he
players
girl can ride a bicycle, play tenall
and
from the previous high
wishes it to be understood that they nis, row a boat, play golf, and, in fact,
on
the
low
new
to
a
eries dropped
do not travel with the intention of there is no outdoor sport in these ad- j
down turn.
crowds, just through the nov- vancing times that the fair madams of !
The government report on Winter drawing
of ladies playing ball, but really this glorious univerese cannot accomelty
mntPriiil
difference
TTSKjMV u - w
draw the
through their anility plish. A great many people will say
from what the trade expected and to Dlay a people
wonderful interesting, ex I am in error in
the fact j
was quickly forgotten. In fact, crop citing and scientific game of ball, and that women canmentioning
play all outdoor
news seemed to have little effect on when taken in consideration that the
There is
great National
the price as there was a general iacK Western Bloomer Girls are composed sports. for instance.ourHow
game
many peo- !
nf nntifiilanca imnnnt thfi trade of young ladies, the games
play ple will say, "I never saw a woman
they
and
effect
which had a depressing
are all the more remarkable. Kate who could play base ball." To those i
no leadership to tne traae io act as Becker is the star lady pitcher of the
people who doubt young ladies can
bad
a supporting influence after
and is supported by a team play base ball, I wish to state that I
pnnH HtTiani at the sea world,
composed of the very best players at one time was under the same imboard was disappointing in view of that
until I witnessed a game
money can hire, who in themthe severe decline, aitnougn tne sea- selves are each a star player, making pression
played by the Western Bloomer Girls' !
board houses bought grain to a
of its kind Base Ball Club. This club of lady
the
nvfutit on the break, but gov ever strongest organization
organized. There have been other players do play a remarkable game
ernment regulation appears to have
lady base ball clubs but they have of ball, and to those people that doubt
intimidated Buyers ana loreign grain come and they have gone. Their life ladies
can play ball, I wish to state,
of
Bltvantace
taHtllr
are
nnaratyira
the green diamond was one of do not fail to witness the game of ball
upon
the situation to make it more favor short duration. They came and tried on Monday, June 11th, at Fair Ground j
able for them, knowing that tne uni- to
all other competitors, but Ball Park, when the famous Western
ted States and Canada hae a large like the present slang phrase, they had Bloomer
Girls will play one of the
in
and
that
of
wheat
Argen
Surplus
to "go away back and sit down," leav- most interesting and exicting games
India
and
tine
they ire offering ing the original Western Bloomer ever witnessed in
with Gallup
wheat at lower prices, consequently Girls to stand in all their greatness Greys Ball team. Gallup
cauta
foreign buyers are pursuing
ious polidy and purchasing Only limited quantities to meet their require is reported as satisfactory in that sec- down or curtailing their output; but,
tion. The seeding of spring wheat in with labor employed generally and
ments.
Wkllo noon ronnrli frnrrl the Snuth- - Minnesota and North Dakota was re- - j wages i being advanced, and curtailtarded somewhat by rains during the ment in buying can only be tempor.
west have been decidedly bullish and earlv
and it will not be due to the lack
part of last month and private!
leading experts predict a consider- advices indicate that the acreage in ary
able reduction in the yield of wheat those States will be cut down about of money with which to buy.
It is probably a good thing for all
in the United States and Canada this 18
with the area that there
per cent as
was a slight hesitancy in
season, the trade has been so impres harvested last compared
year.. Seeding: in Can the demand for goods, as prices were
sed with the failure oi loreign
ada
made better progress than on thi '
being advanced so rapidly that, when
to revive and reports that crop side of the line
owing to more fav the inevitable reaction did take place,
prospects in Europe this season have orable weather and
the
acreage there it might have brought about a condigreatly improved, that buyers have is nearly equal to that of last year.
tion in the textile trade from which
either withdrawn from the markets
The total acreage of both spring it would take a
year to recover.
or operated in a limited way wun
fcf tknia ttrhn hsvp tried and winter wheat in the United As regards the new crop, the out
iL.
States this season is reliably esti- look .is anything but promising at
practically
to sustain prices have
.
I
i
mated at 5,000,000 acres short of that present, although
j
w
ana
not
uim
conditions can lm
are
aisposea
given up
the month
hold until there is a change in con harvested last year.
during
prove
materially
Relent rains not only checked the of June. The general tendency of
.
ditions.
. .
Corn was influenced largely Dy tne planting of corn bit caused some the trade is to expect an increased
planted to rot in the acreage of about 10 per cent with
action of wheat but held up very well seed previously
A
.iJhhnrn raafatance to ground so that in some sections con- some, authorities leaning toward a
.ononit-j.
..
as the greater part of the siderable replanting will be neces smaller increase.
untituTa should enable the raii- - pressure
..
was lavoraoie w noiuom, ary. i.
news
cash
Labor continued to-- leave the South
k.niio tho inpronsine busi
j
Present Indications are that there in unusual numbers.. The trade: are
sat- but with wheat weak and talk of a
Bess tributary to their lines in a
will he a fair increase in the acreage, also looking for the Government fig.
strike on ail commoameB.
buyers
shippers
provided
manner,
isfactory
were not maintained until to especially in sections where winter ures to show a condition of 71 as
with them to the fullest
olose of the montn caBn wheat has been plowed up owing to a against a slightly lower condition a
the
ward
cars
of
matter
loading
in
the
extent
sMH at, thp heat nrices of the thin stand.
i n or npmlir- - mrn
A u.
a
a.
year ago.
e.
u vj
lO caputHjr
Weather conditions were generally
and season owing to a most persistent
Bearing in mind that without ade- rage through the prompt loading
demand in the aoutnwes., wmie favorable for the new crop of oats
unloading of cars. Such action on farmers in the main corn belt show- - last month and the outlook is very ouate labor an increased acreage can
not be properly cultivated and also
the part of the railroads and ship- , rl
liannfiit.inn tn sell.
inter-good at the present time although giving due consideration to the fact
the
in
together
working
pers
Oats reflected the action of other somewhat warmer weather is now that the crop has started-.- . out late
themest of the public, as well asincreas-;mg grains.
Tapid growth.
Speculative interest is not needed to promote
and therefore is more susceptible to
selves, will surely result in
outside interest remains
Harvesting ' of Barley has com boll weevil aggression which, howthe earning capacity of the rail- - large arid
been
has
demand
only
Cash
and
menced
in
California
the yields
is not likely to be emphasized
roads, and thus enhance the value small.
has shown improvements thus far reported are very satisfac- ever;
of their stocks while giving the pub- fair, but
until
1st, we look for highAuguest
been
gradhas
tory. Weather conditions generally er prices for Cotton, but the market
lic the service to which they are en- as the visible supply
limited
to
have been favorable to all crops and has had such a severe shock that the
titled from the transportation lines ually shrinking owing
the outlook m most sections of the trade will be a little slow in becoming
primary receipts.
as common carriers.
Crnn Prnanactn
State is excellent for fruits and vegeoh the sharp advances and,
in Anril and Mav came in tables, the movement of which to aggressive
Riino
MU1UU
for this reason, we do not expect any
time to improve the condition of Eastern markets is already under
runaway market,' but believe cotton
winter wheat over a large area out way. should be bought on all sharp declines
Cotton
too late to save the grain in tne real
until something more definite is
let-u- p
busi
in
loss
Talk
in
of
a general
many
dry belt and a heavy
rortnin. pnnpniallv in Some ness, as well as fear of a buyer's known about the coming crop.
notinna
sections of western Kansas where strike counted with Government re
the crop is practically a failure.
gulation in some of the commodity
The crop report recently issued by markets, brought about a rapid de.
Commissioner
tha Kanan- - Ktnto Ttnnrrf nf Affricul- - cline in the cotton market, which did
ture gives the yield of wheat in that not end until prices were as much
Issues New
State this year as u,ouu,uuu Dusneis, as 7 cents per pound below the high
7
whirh in 2R.nnn.000 Ipsb than the five prices seen in March this year.
II;
SANTA FE, JUne 6. Two classes
This decline coming at a time wnen
vpnr avprnffe. while the ffovernment
A lM.oR;,ire7 report as of April 1 indicated a yield the statistical position of the raw of oil and gas leases are to be is
of 115,0U0,UUU, and latest reports 'ram material was never so sound was all sued under new regulations announ
parties who have made a thorough the more surprising, but holders, were ced by Commissioner of Public Lands
a yield stampeded into letting go regardless Justiniano Baca and effective June
canvass nf the State
of value. The decline, finally, ran its 18. The first is for an area of not
of only 88,000,000 bushels.
The rains have helped the Nebras- - course and, after the market had been to exceed 5.000 acres and the second
1a nrAn hut tha vioM in that. Ktatfl Will thoroughly liquidated, it did not take for an area or not less than 5,000
be considerable less than last year, much new buying to brine about a or more than 60,000.
while in UKianoma tne gooa eiieci oi quick reaction and, at the close of the
For the first a minimum rental of
the rains several weeks ago which month, prices had recovered a gooa 5 cents an acre will be charged and
,
gave promise of a larger yieia tnan part of their decline.
for the second not less than 1 cent
last year has been offset to some
As we approach the new season an acre per year. However, in the
extent by damage to the crop
with relatively the smallest supply in second class of leases, the lessees
by a series of cloud bursts the past half century, the outlook will be required, in view of the low
wtthln tha naat ton Hava that flooded for the growing crop will be regard- rate of rental, to begin drilling on
the lowlands in the western part of ed with intense anxiety: but, regard the lands they lease .within a year's
the State. Some unfavorable reports less of what the new crop outturn time or, if they do hot, to pay $100
have been received from Illinois, In- will be, the situation as regards the per section in advance for every year
diana and Ohio, but the general condi- old crop is in such a strong position tnereaiter. - ,
..
tion of wheat in those States is re- that, should anything happen to cut
Bight is reserved" to the commissome
down the new crop materially, - old sioner to reject any application in
ported aa satisfactory a'.thougb
localities show a loss from winter kill- cotton would sell at "fancy prices-e- ven whnla m. in nart. to offer anv laaaei
ing and there will be a reduced acrehigher . than those seen in March. for sale at nuhlic auction after notice
FOB SALE BY
There has . been some slowing down whether requested " to by
appliage in those States on that account.
In Iowa and Missouri winter wheat in: general business, and the demand cants or not "when in hia jtidnet
WEIT3 GARAG3 . i
haa null mrtA axmaitS tV nacft mnnth for cotton goods haa also fallen off, tha bast interest of the ststa w.4 be
and tha general condition of tha crop with talk of mCa
hber abutting absrTod.w
TV, a
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savings account in this strong Bank will give
you liberty, freedom. You can be free from
worry, and have liberty to do as you please in1
your old age. You will be prepared for oppor-tunity or misfortune, of you have a well tended
savings account here.
Today is the' time to start for tomorrow never
comes.
A
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BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
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Per Cent Discount .Phone
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ENROLLS

Why waste any more, time longing for the
pleasures you can get out of a Ford Car?
Start now to make the Touring Car or any
other type you may select, your own.
Soon you will have it to drive anywhere
you want to go camping visiting picnick- -.
.
ing pr to your work.'
Under the terms of the Ford Weekly Purchase Pian you can enroll for as little as $5.
:.

We will deposit your payments in

a local
a
add
You
litde
can
interest.
bank at
every
week. Soon the payments plus the interest,
will make the car yours.

You will be surprised how little time it
really takes to get a Ford after you make the
start. Don't put it off Enroll today. Come
in and let us give you full particulars.

Order
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less you enter an appearance in said
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
of cause on or before the 23rd day of Department of the Interior, U. 8,
To The Sheep Owners of New
July, 1923, Judgment will be render
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
ed in said cause against you by de- Mexico:
June 4, 1923.
You are hereby notified that a law
lauu.
is hereby given that John
Notice,
The name and address of plain,V'
. WMh was enacted by the Sixth LesHslatnM
Wft
)a tiff's
VW TUMI,
1.
'
State of New Mexico
)
attorney is A. T. Hannett. on VJ
May 18, 1920, made Additional of New Mexico, a copy of which If
Is is hereby certified, that there whose post office and business ad Homestead Entry, No, 039441 for attached hereto, requiring that the
was filed for record in the office of dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
SE14, Section 14, Township tf N., owners of all ear marks rtvnrAaA In
the State Corporation Commission of
WITNESS mv hand and the anal Range 10 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ha th
office of the Sheep
Sanitary
the State of New Mexico, oh the of said court, at Gallup, New Mex filed notice of intention to rnak Board are required to have the
same
Twenty-fift- h
D.
A.
of
of
1923.
tnis
btn day
in the records of this of
1923; ico,
May,
Three year Proof , to establish claim
day
June,
at 2 o'clock P. M., by the CHACO (SEAL OF
to the land, above described, before fice within three (3) months from
LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY DISTRICT COURT)
U. S. Commissioner, at Farmington, the date of this notice. All
NAT GARCIA,
(No Stockholders Liability) a corSan Juan Co.. N. M.. on the 12 dav marks not
will, at the ex
poration organized under the laws
County Clerk, McKinley County,
oi July, 19Z3.
piration of three (3) months, beof New Mexico, a duly executed con
Clerk of the Dis- -'
and
come the property of tha public and
Claimant names as witnesses:
sent in writing that said corporation
trict Court, of said County.
C. Lewis, of Flora Vista. will be available to the first appliJoseph
be dissolved: and that this Com mis (1857)
N. M.; David L. Lewis, of Flora Vis cant on the expiration of time resion being satisfied that all of the First Pub. June 9
N. M.; David W. Stiles, of Farm quired to elapse by this law.
ta,
A fee of one dollar is required to
requirements of Section 919, New Last Pub. June 30.
N. M.J Thomas Allen, of
ington,
Mexico Statutes Annotated. Codifi
accompany ' the application for
Flora Vista, N .M.
cation 1915, relating to the voluntary
THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
A. M, BERGERE, '
dissolution of corporations have been IN IN
Copy of bill is as follows:
AND FOR THE COUNTY
Register.
"Section 1. The Sheep Sanitary
duly complied with;
OF McKINLEY AND
(1856)
Board of New Mexico shall have tha
the
upon
NOW, THEREFORE,
STATE OF NEW
First Pub. June 9
filing with this Commission of an afpower to and shall cause all marks
MEXICO
7
Last
Pub.
July
fidavit showing that this certificate Chas. Vidal,
and brands now in actual use to be
has. been published as required by
ror this purpose, the
Plaintiff.
law, the said corporation shall be dis
Sheep Sanitary Board shall issue and
Rid
of
Lice
vs.
No.' 2030.
solved.
mail a circular letter through the
E.
Edward
The principal office of the said cor Howard Costetti,
United States Mail addressed to each
Mites
on
and
the
Thorch,
owner of any marks and brands now
poration in this state is at Gallup.
n
Lumber
and the name of the agent in charge
of record with said board to the post-offiCompany, a partnership,
Mineralized Water Does the
thereof and upon whom service may and
address shown on the brand
Josie Montoya,
Work Without Dusting
be made is Hans Neuman.
record, requiring the owner or owners
Defendants.
of marks and brands to file with the
(No. 11212)
or Spraying
NOTICE OF SUIT
In Testimony Whereof, the
Secretary of said board an exact fac
NAMED
TO
ABOVE
DEFEN
THE
of any mark or marks, brand
State Corporation Commis
simile
A
recent
to
discovery
promises
E.
HOWARD THORCH:
sion Of the State of New DANT,
or brands now being used or owned
revolutionize
all
the
ac
commonly
You are hereby notified that suit
Mexico has caused this cer
In addition to the
methods for keeping poultry by such owners.
tificate to be signed by its has been filed by the above named cepted
tree from lice, mites, blue bugs and above notice the Sheep Sanitary
is
now
and
plaintiff
pending
against
Chairman and the seal of
This wonderful pro Board shall cause to be published in
other
said Commission, to be af the above named defendants in the duct parasites.
SEAL
tne poultry always in either English or Spanish, or both, in
Keeps
of
Court
District
County,
McKinley
fixed at the City of Santa
sect free without the
raiser at least' one newspaper in each county
Fe on this 25th day of May New Mexico, said suit being num doing any work. It is poultry
the simplest, in this State where there is a news
of
the
docket
said
on
bered
2030.
A. D. 1923.
paper, a copy of this Act. said pub
court; and that the defendants Bub easiest, surest and best method ever lication to continue for at least four
B. MONTOYA,
discovered.
Lumber Company, a
Acting Chairman
poultry raiser can easily rid (4) consecutive weeks.
partnership, consisting of George hisAnyflock
Attest:
Section 2. Within three months
of lice and insects, make
Bubany and P. D. Henderson, and chickens
' ...
A. L, MORRISON,
faster and increase from the date of the first publication
grow
P.
Henderson
D.
and
Bubany
George
Clerk.
egg yield by simply adding of this Act as aforesaid, it shall be
having filed in said suit, their ans their
(1832)
minerals to the fowls drinking wat the duty of all owners of marks and
and
the
wer
gener
First Pub. June 2.
are er. This does away with all bother, brands now of record in the office of
al object of said
Last Pub. June 23.
to recover personal judgment against such as dusting, greasing, dipping the Sheep Sanitary Board, to file with
the defendants, Edward Costetti, and spraying. The necessary min- the Secretary of said Board a fac
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH- and Josie Montoyi, and each of erals can now be obtained in con. simile of the mark or marks, brand or
now in actual use and owned
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
them in the principal sum of Thir- venient tablets, known as Lustabs. brands
OF McKINLEY AND
and 50- - Soon as the fowls drink the minera- by them. A fee for the
teen Hundred Eighty-thre- e
brands shall be one ($1.00) Dol.
STATE OF NEW
100 (S.1383.50) Dollars, together witn lized water all lice, mites and insects of
or brand
MEXICO
interest theron at the rate of 10 per leave them. Taken intooutthe system lar for each mark to
be used for the
Chas. Vidal,
through ed, the proceeds
cent per annum, from the 10th day of the bird, it comes
every cost of notice given as provided by
Plaintiff.
of December, 1921, and together in the oil glands of the skin and leaves
mite or other vermin
Section 1 of this act; provided, that
No. 2030 the further sum of 10
vs.
per cent of, louse,
to
is
the
It
help
any excess money from such fees
Edward Costetti, E.
body.
guaranteed
attoras
and
interest
said principal
hatch-abilit- y
of the eggs and can- shall be placed in the Sheep Sanitary
Howard Thorch, and the
fees and the costs of this ac- the
ney's
the flavor of the eggs or Board fund.
n
Lumber '
tion, and all thereof as evidenced by not injure
chicks that drink freeUpon the receipt of the fee to be
Company, a partnership,
that certain promissory note dated meat Little
of marks and
and Josie Montoya,
December
10th. 1921, payable one ly of the water will never be both paid and the
ered with mites or lice. Especially brands hereinbefore provided for the
Defendants.
the
order
to
thereof
date
after
year
for raisers of pure- Secretary of the said Board shall, as
Lum-- j recommended
n
NOTICE OF SUIT
of the said
soil soon as said marks and brands have
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEN- ber Company, together with interest bred stock as there is no risk of
the
mail to the owner
been
plumage.
ing,
THORCH:
HOWARD
E.
as
and
fees,
aforesaid;
DANT,
attorney's
are sold under a guaran or owners of said marks and brands,
You are hereby notified that suit and said promissory note being sec teeLustabs not
with results a certificate for each mark and brand
and if
has been filed against you in the ured by that certain mortgage deed in ten days if delighted
your chickens are not so
and for which said fee
above entitled cjourt in which the dated December 10th, 1921, made,
more eggs and en- has been paid, showing the date of
above entitled and numbered cause executed, acknowledged and deliver healthier, laying
free from lice and mites your the
and also showing
is now pending, by the above named ed by the said defendants, Edward tirely will be refunded.
the fee herein provided to be paid
that
10 me money
Josie
named
and
above
the
montoya,
Costetti,
plaintiff against
Any reader of this paper may try has been paid. A failure to make
defendants, and said cause being said defendant,
without risk, we are so con- such payment shall forfeit the right,
Lustabs
a
ComoanV.
Lumber
partnership
said
of
the
on
docket
numbered 2030,
of good results that to intro- to use any mark or brand now in use.
fident
10th
on
recorded
the
day
and
duly
court.
hour of duce them to every poultry raiser When the right to use any mark or
. The general objects of said suit of December, 1921, at the
$1.00 packages for brand now of record shall have beP.
at
M.,
o'clock
page 43, of we offer two big
are to recover a personal judgment 4:30
Send
no money, just come forfeited for failure to comply
$1.00.
only
of
Records
Book 4, of the
Mortgage
against the defendant, Edward
ew yuor name and address to the Grace with the provisions of this act, the
in the principal sum of Deeds of, said McKinley county,
205 Wheat Building, Fort said mark or brand shall hot be reTwo Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, Mexico: and the further objects of Company,
Worth, Texas, and the two $1.00 corded to any other person or persons
a
de
for
said
the
being
at
theron
with
interest
together
packages, enough for 100 gallons of until after the expiration of two years
rate of 10 per cent per annum from cree of foreclosure of said mortgage water
will be mailed. Pay the post- frpm the date of forfeiture; PROVIDand
the
the
as
deed
and
until
plaintiff,
against
the 23rd day of May, 1921,
man $1.00 and postage on delivery.
Ed
ED, that this Act shall not apply to
Howard
E.
Thorch,
further
in
the
defendants,
and together
paid,
those who have in compliance with
sum of 10 per cent of said principal ward Costetti. and Josie Montoya, (1853)
Chapter 71 of the laws of 11)21 reand interest as attorney's fees, said and that as to such plaintiff and de
recorded their marks and brands, if
action being brought upon a promis- fendants, the said mortgage deed be IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH- the marks
are the
so
COUNTY
THE
declared to be a first,
AND
FOR
and
decreed
IN
pay1921,
23rd,
note
dated
May
sory
same as those used by them on sheep.
OF McKINLEY AND
able one year after date thereof, to superior and prior lien upon the preof marks
Provided, this
STATE OF NEW
the order of Chas. Vidal, said plain mises conveyed by said mortgageshall not be required
brands
and
All
MEXICO
of
Lots
Twentyded.
Two
sum
of
the
principal
tiff, in
oftener than once in five (5) years.",
(23), and In the matter of the
Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, to- Two (22), twenty-thre- e
244
Fifty-On- e Estate of Louis Stewart
No.
in
Block
SHEEP SANITARY BOARD OF
twenty-four
(24),
gether with interest and attorney's
NEW MEXICO
(51) of the Original Townsite deceased.
fees, as aforesaid, and said note beof Gallun. in the Coun
NOTICE
ing secured by a mortgage of even of the Town
By R. C. DILLON,
the
of
New
Given
that
and
State
Notice Is Hereby
date therewith and duly recorded in ty of McKinley
President.
adof
undersigned has been appointed
Book 4. M. D. R.. nage 19, Records Mexico, as surveyed and platted
Attest:
Louis
of
estate
of said McKinley
County, New record; and the further objects of ministrator of the and that all per-soJ. B. ROBERTSON,
Mexico, said mortgage being signed said suit being for the appointment Stewart, deceased;
Secretary.
said
'
to advertise and
having claims against
(1862)
by said defendants, Edward Costet- of a Special Master
pre-sewill
the
decendant
estate
and
said
for
payreal
said
estate
sell
and
convey9
Pub.
June
First
ti, and Josie Montoya,
them within the time and man- Last Pub. June 30
the said indebtedness, secing the following real estate, sit- ment of said
mortgage deed, as pro- ner prescribed by law.
uate, lying and being in the County ured by
H. W. ATKINS,
and State of New vided by the terms of said mortgage V
of McKinlev
IN THE PROBATE COURT MC- -.
Administrator,
o deed and the orders
of said court
Lots Number
Mexico,
KIN LEY COUNTY STATE
relief
other
and
(1865)
(23) and and for all general
(22). twenty-thre- e
OF NEW MEXICO
First Pub. June 9.
Twenty-fou- r
(24), in Block Fifty- - in the prayer of said
In The Matter of the Estate
v
Last Pub. June 30
prayed.
One (51), of the orignial townsite
of
o
You are further notified that unnf tha town of Gallun. New Mexico,
Kenneth Mulholland, Deceased.
in
said
7,000,000
AMERICANIZE
an
enter
less
appearance
of
record,
you
as surveyed and platted
'
Notice
and said suit being for the further cause on or before the 23rd day of
of
is
Notice
the unrenderAmericanization
that
be
the
will
for
given
hereby
Plans
1923,
judgment
July,
objects of foreclosing said mortgage
7.000.000 foreigners were outlined by dersigned was on the 1st day of June,
for the satisfaction and payment of ed in said cause on said
'
James J. Davis, secretary of Labor, 1293, appointed executor of the esagainst you by default
said promissory note, principal, inThe name and address of said de- before the St. David's Society at nt- - tate of Kenneth Mulholland, deceased,
terest, attorney's fees, and the costs
r
n
Lumber tsburgh, Pa.
by Hon. Frank Canavan Probata
of this action and for the appoint- fendants'
"We have I4,ooo,ouu roreigners m Judge of McKinley County New Mexment of a Special Master to adver- Company, a partnership, and George
America." said Mr. Davis, "7,000,000 ico.
tise and sell said real estate as pro Bubany and P. D. Henderson, attorof- of whom are living among us withTherefore all persons having
vided for by the terms of said mort-erae- e ney, is H. C. Denny, whose post
heredeed and the orders of said fice and business address is Gallup, out assuming the duties of American claims agains said estate are
enroll by notified to file the same with the
to
We
Mexico.
propose
New
citizenship.
other
and
court and, for all general
WITNESS my hand and seal of them, take an annual census of them County Clerk of McKinley County,
relief as prayed for in plaintiff
6th day June, 1923,
and teach them what tne privileges within one year from the date of said
complaint filed in said cause, in- said court, this
and duties of American citizenship appointment as provided by law, or
COURT)
cluding that plaintiff's said mort- (SEAL OF DISTRICT
'
the same will be barred.
NAT GARCIA,
are.
a
supdeclared
be
deed
first,
gage
W. H. MORRIS,
,
"We propose to Americanise the
County Clerk, McKinley County,
erior and prior lien on said real
Executor.
Dishe ahenizes America.
of
Clerk
before
the
alien
and
further
and
the
for
purpose
estate,
We propose to make him a citizen if (1846)
trict Court of said County.
of recovering all costs of said ac.
;
worthy of citizenship and to send First Pub. June 2. '
(1858)
tion.
'
., .
Last Pub. June S3.
him whence he cams if unworthy."
You are further notified that an Last Pub. June 30,
i
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New Mexico

Gallup

AT A BARGAIN : Model
1
Mitehel Roadster in first class conditionGood Top and Curtains must
sell at once See "HH at Carring
"D-46-

EDMUND R. FRENCH

Motor Co.

Lawyer
milk Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite
States, Supreme Court of New

FOR SALE: Three good
cows at Swatzeli's Feed Yard.

;

5""

.'

COUNSELLOR AT LAW

its

-

"f'

hma

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commisaion
.
New Mexico
Certificate of Filing
United States of America
)

. ATTORNEY AND
ADVIITUINO lATBSi
m tm um, ii mo
ium s woras SWT MM.
. and b esnral t

in, tu, tea

v :

,

PI Mil

ton

F'Xn

r UK

bALis seven passenger
btudebaker. Apply to Henry Mc

Mexico.
Coal Avenue.

Office:

SOS

Dermott

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,

down puts an Underwood
Typewriter in your office or home.
$3.00

k

Attorneya-At-Ls-

Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Typewriter Co., Grants. New Mexico
(1788)

and

Poultry

Bubany-Henderso-

ce

w

OFFICES:

-

Get

Gallup, Now Mexico.

:

TO RENT: A neat cottage to a
couple with no children, who will cook
for two people. Use of dining room
nd kitchen. Address: Box 457, "A,

M.

C.,"

City.

FORSALE-wor- k

--

GsUop Clinic Building

One sorrel horse, will

Call

or ride.

St.

ELLISON
V 'DENTIST
;

West Green

310

M.

DR. M.

'

New Mexico

Gallup

2t

-

type

SALE

Underwood
writer, first class condition just
overhauled. R. R. Bell, Page BuildFOR

ing.

THE

(ZUNI)

FOR SALE: At a bargain, 1920
Ford roadster, newly painted and
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
rims, starter. "N. E. F." Herald e.
of-fk-

FOR SALE:

AND

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULLIVAN,

Mgr.

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

House and good cor.
101

Bubany-Henderso-

LOST: A bunch of keys, one key
cash register an done to pool hall.
Finder please return to Del Amy's
barber shop and receive reward.

le

RUIZ & OVERSON

to

Attorneys-At-Ls-

w

Bubany-Henderso-

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

n,
JBy middle aged
employment of any kind, clerking, nursing, general house work.
Address Box 84, City.

WANTED:

cross-complai-

SHEWEE HOTEL

-tf

ner lot. See owner First St. and
East Hill Ave.

,

wo-ma-

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd

Street

Phone No. 288.
FOR SALE: Will sell 153 S. C.
White Leghorn Hens at a sacrifice At Home In the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M
to any one who will take the total.
And 7:00 to 8:30 . M.
All hens are just entering first layAt Your Service At All Hours.
exception of about
ing season with Box
981, Gallup, N.
thirty. Address
M.
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
Since 1914 it is reported the horse
DENTIST
population of Russia has decreased
The explanation
f.
Office: Worm Building-Galluby about
is that approximately 16,000,000 of
New Mexico
them have been eaten by the people.

f

p

one-hal-

Oerrtl Ud Yen?
-

ovo

-- and address on a

llCIHw

postcard orinalet-teran- d
GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
Architectural Service
Connection

the most wonderful magazine pub
lished. 160 pagM sad 400 picture
every month, that will entertain
every member of the family.

210

Office
the newest developments in Radio, Aviation. Automobile and Garage. Each Issue
contain something to interest everybody.
We do not employ subscription solicitors so
you will not be urged to subscribe and you

R. R. BELL

Mochanlcs Company
PopularS. Ootarle
surest, CHICASO, IU--

r"

v

Public Stenographer

ou

HOURS:
1

Room
I

fk

II

ns

nt

to-w-

Twen-tv-tw-

it:

nt

are not obligating yourself in the least in
asking for a free sample copy. We
gladly send it to prospective readers. If
you like It you can buy a copy every
month from any newsdealer or send us
$3.00 for one year.
your subscription

IKJkrtStM w MS

la

WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

It contains Interesting and instructive til-

des on the Home, Farm, Shop and

Poniar lltclmtu bvU4w U

cross-complai- nt

.

Zlzxhzclt
Pescter
MAOAXtMB

4

Bubany-Henders-

to-w-

H. W. BROSEc M. E.

we will mail
free and postpaid, a sample copy of

100-11-

.

nt

.WANTED:
To rent small furni
shed house or apartment. "N. E. F."

Herald office.

.

to

10

9 A. M. to 12
5 P. M.

Page BaiMisf

Telephone No. 149

IS

nt

Bubany-Henderso-

,

Perhaps he was a cynic, bat he was
fool the man who said, "The
War to and war has been succeeded
by a Peace to end peace."
no

.

,

at cloys, r:r,v r :z:::zo

t

fccsuclj 31i J 9,ccluzs v.z;ly
'
(BY SFZCIAL I
It

was

gosh,
souaed

how

l--

SCISSION)

;

raining in Clovis

it tickled

dx-z- r
c
The TtJv
V
out the
rsi
fcrf of Euick ei-s- kkt'-tVith spring
i
"
summer motorists every
era
bezinnft to UA the call ci t
road. - Plans are being made far lonj,
enjoyable shorter trips, an 4 pleas
ant experiences of the past art be
ing recalled.
Butch .owners ' are particularly
happy because: they knew that the
proved qualities of their ears enable
them to plan- the most extensive trips
with the assurance that their ears
will insure accomplishment with
ease and comfort.
It is thorough dependability of the
Buick as well as Its solid comfort
and ease of driving that makes it
ideal for tours of every kind.. It requires a minimum of attention and
leaves the tourist free to enjoy his

f..'i.:t't...rj:i

;

.l

and, younger generation will all become
them! It good citizens and food Democrats.

a ir

tta

it;;a

landscape. It "Is r there any bootlersinj?" I
the
turned the clay streets into slippery wanted to know. There had beta, but
siougns. n maae the automobiles the -bootleggers had not tot rich.
look hka everything;
and acores They are allowed f.2 per day for
who had driven in for the
working off their, fines in the street-repairiconvention weren't at 'all
gangs, and the fhies are-- all
sure whether they could get home
that the law allows.
or not But everybody was happy.
The
authorities admitted to me
The more1 it poured, the more they that there are occasional rascals, of
all enjoyed it. Clovia had suffered course, who can't be won to the
two yean of drought If rain had ways of decency even by the discipnot come thia year, there in no tell, line of the rock pile and the road. If
ing how much of Clovia there would Clovis had the time and money, it
be left to write about
would tend to such cases properly,
Clovu is in the dry lands of New but Clovis has been under a terrific
Mexicd.
It iant exactW dnf. but expense in getting itself started, a
the rainfall is slight. There is no it simply imposes
a heavy fine and
extent
artificial irrigation, and I was told imprisonment on all such mis trip to
Buick Authorised Service, too,
that there couldnt bo, but with just creanta and suspends the sentence
the least little bit of rain, Curry on condition that they shall never' be plays its part in making trips thorCounty performs miracles of fertil seen in town again. They aren't.
oughly enjoyable becausei while it
Nowhere) does the wheat head
ity.
If the truth must be told, every is seldom needed, it is always close
up more beautifully.
It was sup body doesnt'so to church in Clovis at hand to afford the motorist ex
posed that you had to have warm There are a number of "smoke pert attention and to assist him in
nights for cotton, but Curry County houses" in the city placet which a score oi diiierent ways.
has disproved that
It is also a the law has been unable to touch, The wide opportunity for enjoygreat corn country. There is noth but places nevertheless, in which ment that a Buick affords is reflected
which that land there are strange goings-otrip
ing, apparently,
Day in the account of a 2,600-mil- e
hen
won't
it gets the ninth after day and night after night, made by Mr. D. H. Mosher, of Sala
chance.
part of
Naturally, then, sometimes into the wee, ama' hours, em, Oregon.
the people of Clovis were thinking the denizens of these places meet
"Our tour took us through Yellow- about the weather.
No one made atone Park by the Old Oregon Trail,
and clay dominoes.
Rain meant business. It meant the direct charge that they some through Boise to Pocatillo, then north
that buyers would soon come in for times did put up a nickel a corner, to the west entrance of the park,
clothes and shoes, and the thousand but the possibility that such might and home by way of Butte, Missoula
and one necessary and unnecessary be the case was entering into tne and Spokane," he writes.
things which people get in stores. It thinkincr of the community.
"The altitude of Salem is 161 feet.
also meant employment.
Somebody!
"smoke At the top of Mount Washburn it is
What- - did people . want
would have to wait on these people. houses" for, anyway?
The South 10,388 feet. We made this entire
John and Harry and Jim would soon isn't Utah and has no. narrow pre climb
with; ease. ' There were only
have their old jobs back. More than judices asrainst smoking. It was not four cars at the summit that day and
would unusual. I was told, for even: minis. three of them
all, it meant that families
jtrere Buicks. While
soon ne reunited. With the second ters to smoke. The South is liberal. we were
the scenery from
enjoying
year of the drought, . hundreds of Also th South erows much tobacco, this unique point we noticed five
farmers in this region had to give But if there is any gambling going automobiles far below us on the road
up.
They left mother and the kids on in Clovis, somebody is going to
winds through Dunraven Pass.
at home, to worry along as best they hear from it. Several ol the streets that
On descending we found that these
could while they were out trying to can stand
cars were being pushed along by the
repairing yet.
some money somehow.
Rain
raise
As I read over the paragraphs ) nasseneers.
None of them was a
meant that they could all come home have written. I note something pecu Buick. On our
way home we were
and living could begin once more.
liar. Something seems to be left out. delayed by cars that had been unClovis isn t entirely dependent on The
doesn't jibe, somehow, able to make the grade and saw
the weather. Clovis was created by with story
other descriptions of new, others that were being towed bift
the Santa Fe Railroad; but the San.
life, Even so), no never a Buick among them.
ta Fe. of late hadn t been acting movie thriller ever depicted more
"This is my second Buick. I have
much better than the rain.
Clovia
than Clovis dis driven
it 13,000 miles and have never
is a division terminal, and 700 men
The people believe in Clovis had it in a garage for repairs, and
plays.
are regularly employed in the rail and
they believe in Curry County it runs as smoothly as it ever did. I
road shops alone, but the strike hit
aren't looking for a boom, and have fullv decided that if I ever wear
They
Clovis just as the rain didn't, and
dont want one, but if Jupiter thia Buick out I will buy another for
they
Clovis got it going and coming. The Pluvius
rives them half a show, I believe that dollar J or douar tne
strike, I was assured, is now a thing they intend to demonstrate what Buick
is the best car made today."
of the past It isn't I saw child- honest toil and clean citizenship can
Two .Buick owners, Mr. A. C.
ren seven or eight years of age tn. And
iust now gee whist
Scott and Mr. I. J. Rossman, of Wau- chalking up the four ominous letters wasn't it raining gloriously?
nun. Wisconsin, recently maae a o,- on certain
sidewalks and
I was the only person on Main 800 mile trip in their
Buicks without
'
fences.
Somebody, it seems, was Street that had an umbrella up; the
engine
the
slightest
experiencing
now holding down father's
former others had either been cured of the
trouble. Their trip also included
job, and the crime was being re- habit, or they looked upon it as sac- Yellowstone Park and
they had no
membered not only to but by the rilege,
y
trouble on the steepest grades, inosecond generation.
cluding Mount Washburn.
Aside from the rain. Clovis had
"A MAN OF"' ACTION"
The story of another interesting
little reason for feeling gay. The
Buick
trip is related by Mrs. I. A.
is
eminence
the
chief
flat;
country
of Auburn, California.
Rex
theatre
night,
the
At
Needham,
Sunday
is the coal pile; trees are scarce and,
was accomplished with"This
10.
June
trip
except for the Spanish Mission staworth of work for
cents'
out
five
H.
Thomas
of
Action."
"A
Man
In
tion and Harvey Hotel, there is very
it included travand
and
repairs,
engine
little doing as yet in the line of ar Ince has provided both mystery
and someof
roads
rinds
el
all
over
for
chitecture, f or Clovis is new and comedy in overflowing measure
times no roads at all," she writes.
its glories are mostly of the future;
traveled from the northeastern
Clovis is 97 per cent Anglo-Sa- x
appreciate real entertainment He "We
down the coast to
on. Whether this Is 97 per cent of has answered the call for "some- part of California, across
tne aesen
and
Los
screened
Angeles,
a
'he
has
story
or
of
cent
97 per
the census figures
thing new;'
we jourthere
From
Arizona.
to
and
of
packis
full
surprises
the 6,500 claimed by the Chamber that
there
from
and
St.
Louis
to
incidents.
neyed
g
of Commerce, I do not know; but ed with
our
to
back
repoint.
starting
without
is
attained
most everybody in Clovis came from Its propose
"Our party consisted of live per- Texas or Kentucky or Tennesse, or sorting to melodrama and by strict
sons
and we carriea Baggage mat
The producer's
something; and when hei came he wholesome comedy.
of consisted of five army cots, fifteen
Ince
the
to
adherence
local
policy
full
his
of
pride
quota
brought
The producer's army blankets, an army tent a
wholesome comedy.
along.
cooktourist camp-stovin
every large-size- d
achievement
there
registering
churches
fourteen
are
There
and much other mateutensils
cent
100
ing
with
a
newthrill
and
per
laugh
already. If there are any
rial
... ... f.
. :
comers, it is expected that they will wallop is perhaps due in no small
our return we had the car
"After
maintenance
the
author's
,
their denominational affilia-- measure to
bring
cleaned and it still runs like a bird."
The churchea are of a single viewpoint throughout the
tions with them.
o
,
of
the
picnot engaging in any new fads and story. The entire action
fancies.
They are not uniting, so ture is carried out from the point of
far as I could learn, on any social or view of Bruce McAllister, pampered
Big Load
community work. But they are sec- heir to a fortune in diamonds, whose
uring regular attendance at Sunday countless adventures are the logical1
school, and it is hoped that the center of interest
SALIDA, COLO., June 6. Peder-a- l
and state prohibition officers, after
an exciting chase, captured an automobile and automobile truck containing bonded liquor valued at
whole

;

school-teache-
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THE STREET OF
THE THRIFTY
r

'

t f

It leads to financial independence. It is paved with
Dollars and Bonds accumulated by systematic saving. It is a smooth road, easy to travel, and it has
real destination. Come in and we'll start you

off.'

c
..y:t:ryi'i-Slate Bonk
Gallup
Teach Your Dollars Have More Cents"

:

GIBSON

,

.

Cook Book

t's FREE!

Rumford Chemical Works

SOCIETY

(Herald Correspondence)
Miss Anna Laura Seibel of Gibson,
Mr. Hughie Frazer ' surprised
everyone by eloping Thursday evening. Miss Seibel had a job at the
Gamerco
Hotel and was to have
started work on Friday moming, but
on fnday morning there was no
Anna Laura to be found. They
were married in Albuquerque. Every,

and

one wishes these two happiness.
Messrs. Kenneth and Spencer Sully
spent the week end on a camping
trip near Ramah.
Everyone seemed to enjoy the
dance at Gibson, Saturday evening
given by the Hummes orchestra.
Among those present from Gallup
were: Katherine and Frankie
Clarke, Jerry Webb, Harry Czarlin-sk-y,
Pete Fisher, Mr. Hardy, Mary
Myrick, Lucille Pearson, Ralh
Gertrude Kraker; Theresa and
Sam Dimon, Harry Young, Genus
Baird, John Staggs and Clifford Car.
My-ric- k,

St.

Louis, III.

tie

wia

ryse.

Sir. Giers is pi rietor of tie f-- ta
Fe Lumber CoTsny, tad Lrs.
McGuire is of
havfci been
with the P. S. Lawrence store for
'
some time
;

C:?
1

.

..

V

i

Kiss Anna WL'sms is now bookkeeper for the Singer Sewing Machine agency.

F03 RENT: Business house f

rent Inquire at the Peoples Heat
'
M-t- f
Market
,'
-

l.

i

The bright summer days are
coming which call for eye protection against' sun glare. We
have a complete line of eye
shades and goggles to meet
'
every demand.
Eyes carefully examined and
Glases properly fitted.
Registered Optometrist

F.W.Wunn
JEWELER and OPTICIAN

Wild-Weste- rn

moving from Navajo to Gibson this
week.
The State Mine Inspector, Mr. W.
W. Riaden, has been looking over the
mines this week.
The Misses Elizabeth Bryden,
Beatrice Porter and Anna Laura Sie-b- le
spent Tuesdjay evening at the
Crouch home at Gamerco.
Mr. Raymond Duckivitg of Gamerco, who has been quite ill for the
past few weeks, is able to be around
once more.
Miss Ana Kellenburger one of the
Gamerco store force, is leaving soon
for Santa Rita, where she will still
be with the Western Store Co.
Mrs. Thos. Clrak of Gamerco, had

a number of friends at dinner Sunday
evening.
Mrs. Earl Tod of Gamerco is leav
ing Sunday for Middle River, Minnes
ota, where she will spend the sum.

mer with her parents.
Roberta Crockett and Lucile White- man spent the week end at the Crock
ett ranch.
Mr. A. J. Crockett spent the first
of the week at the ranch north of

Gallup.
ter.
Mrs. O'Fallen of Ramah, has taken
Some few people went from Gib- the
of Mr. George O'Donald,
son to cheer for the Gibson Base Ball whosebaby
wife died of smallpox at the
Lonie
team,
Kuhns, Shorty Link, Joe Pest house.
Raleigh, Joe Ferrare, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Ed Roberts of Alvin, Texas,
Gardner, Charley Kettle, Bill Kim-e- is one of the new clerks at the Gam.
and Mr. and Mrs. Bingham.
erco Store.
Gibson was beat in the first game
The Dan King family of Crown
10 to 5. But in the second they more Point, spent Decoration
day at the
man cleaned up Albuquerque. 15 toZ, L, W. Irick home at Gamerco.
Little Miss Dorothy King of Crown
Mrs. Jack Myrick and daughter,
Point is spending a few days witr Mary, spent Tuesday
Mrs.
Gamerco.
Mrs.
Bill
her aunt, at
Irick Thomas Hughes in Gibson.
Coal Basin seems to have social
Miss Myrtle Bell, who has been
times also, there was a dance given visiting her parents at Pueblo,, Colothere Saturday evening.
rado, retruns this week to take up
Coal Basin Base Ball Team played her
dutys at the Gibson Hospital.
Gallup. The games ended 6 to 2 in
Miss Esther Barton, private Secrefavor of Gallup.
to Judge Holloman, spent TuesMr. J. D. Anderson's, wife arrived tary at the Kuhn's home.
day
Sunday evening from McCallister, Judge Roy Woods held court MonOklahoma.
day evening, Mr. Ralph Bell acting
Mrs. Amada Scot resumed her job as
clerk.
at the telephone office Sunday evenMiss Esther Gurterig and mother,
,
ing.
of Gamerco, expect to leave the latMiss Naomi Long left for Albu- ter
part of the week for the coast.
querque Saturday, where, she will eno
ter business college.
ALL LIVE MEN ADVERTISE
Mr. Phelps, one of the guards, has
been tranaf ered from Gibson to No.
Elhnrt Hubbard once wrote: "Ad
6 camp.
m
1
is simply announcing to the
nn.. n
ii
uiiu vertising
inn ueurge nuuruner iumuy
you
the.Rollie family of Gallup motored world in an effective way where have
you
to Albuquerque Friday evening, tak- are, who you are, andof what
human service
offer in the way
ing in the ball games, returning Sun- to
; '
or
commodity.
day night.
advertisers, and
A large number of the Gallup i "All liva men areshould
not adver
who
young people attended the dance Sat' the only man
w
nas
wno
man
is
tise
the
noming
urday night, given by the Hummes
offer to the world in the way of huOrchestra.
a man is a dead
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dimon were man service, and such
Addinner guests of Mrs. Tilton, Satur. one whether he knows it or notethical
is a legitimate and
y,

with

.

Guire

.

None of the money you pay for.
Lytona is spent for fancy advertising stunts, premjpms or costly
selling frills of any kind it all
goes for fine quality in full,
honest
packages. Use it. It never failat

East

At 9 o'clock tils Citurday mornin Santa Fe, the marrirre of
Kr. Paul Giera and Un. Cecs He.

n.

Your
Money's Worth

...

'

"

laugh-provokin-

.

e,

Bootleggers Caught
With

$25,-00-

AN OPEN LETTER
our last week's letter to "Mail' Order
have enjoyed visits from a number of ladies
invitation to come in and "look us
who accepted-ou- r
over." Every visitor expressed surprise to find that in
Gallup such an array of fine and stylish garments
are being carried in stock, just such as are carried by
our
Style Shops of the big cities. The reason that
and latest styles is. because bur
place carries
market center of the United
in
the
is
located
buyer
new styles are created and
as
soon
as
States, and just
our
buyer sends ua a shipment.
placed on the. market
with latest styles just as
stock
This fact enables us to
quickly and as easily as though we were located in St.
Louis, Chicago or New York. This is why The Style
as though you lived
Shop of Gallup is just as
Pat-

Since
rons," we

1

vertising
urday evening.
The Ed McMullen family are now proposition.
"Life is too short for yon to hide
settled in their new home on front
away, mantled in your own
yourself
street
and let the world hunt you
mtxiesty,
McMullen
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
for on
have returned front their vacation out. Even the dead advertise, I notibeautiful
cemetary
a
spent in the Southern part of the visiting on
ced that
nearly every marble slab
'
State.
a list of the virtues, tal-.- f.
Judge Holtry was in camp Satur- was given hnnntiful
Qualities which
.ni
day visiting with his many friends.
to have
Miss Pearl Hamilton spent the the dead man was supposed
carried in stock.
week end at the Lane home.
Mr. Joe Rollie took in the ball '.This is what you cauan emotional
advertising from
Saturday and
games at Albuquerque
"
.
..'
standpoint
.
Sunday.
"Personally i oo not enu
Mr. E. Jones, guard at No. 5 has
ana
been tranaf ered to Gibson where he Advertise while you are alivene can
send flowers to the man when
will train the hounds.
Miss Naomi Long is leaving soon appreciate them."
0
for Albuquerque where she will eaNOTICB
ter Business College. '
Mr. 0. H. Cooper of Doming, N.
For want of space wt hold over
M., is the new assistant manager of
tha Gibson and GasMreo stores, his for Mxt week the constate list of
McKJnley county eight trade grad--i L
.family will come later.
tit. Joe Eraey and family axe

-

,

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
FIRST SHOW 7:48 P. M.

SUNDAY

';,

Douglas McLesn in'
"MAN OF ACTION-TW- O
REEL BLACKFACE
COMEDY
"ROLL ALONG"

WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM

TUESDAY
Guy Bates Post in
"THE MASQUERADER"
AESOPS FABLES

TOPICS OF THE DAY

WEDNESDAY
Repeating
"THE MASQUERADER1

THURSDAY
A Paramount Picture Featuring Bety Compsoa and Con.
'
way Tearle to
"THE RUSTLE OF SILK"

j

Snub Pollard Comedy
"FIRE THE FIREMAN"

FRIDAY

0.

The cars were headed toward Denver from El Paso it is believed.
Authorities had been tipped off
that the boozo was enroute from the
border.
It is the largest seizure of bonded whisky for months.
Two state officers and seven federal officers were on the lookout for
the rum runners and patrolled all
roads into Salida.

Repeating v
"RUSTLE OF SILK"

SATURDAY
Hoot Gibson in
"THE GENTLEMAN FROM
AMERICA"
Our Gang Comedy
"THE COBBLER"

,

WEEKLY NEWS

There is a reason why people trade
at the Army Store.
-lt

,

FOES SALTS

'

up-to-d-

in

St, Louis, Chicago or New York.

you blame us for wanting to show you our
see'
goods? Can you blame us for asking that you
St.
either
Louis,
to
to
e
send
our stocks before you c
Chicago or New York for the very, identical articles
Do

c

i

that we tarry
We

in

Gallur

are anxious to

?

,.

We

Have

A

Good
SIX CYLINDER TRUCK
In Good Running Condition

help you help yourselves.

THE STYLE SHOP

,.

Outfitters for Women, Misses and .Children
Coal Ave. & Second St.
Gallup, N. M.
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